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A New Missionary Voice
Missionary Voice Agents, Pastors, readers of
good literature, lovers of beauty---here is an
announcement ofextraordinaryinterest about
a periodical having no equal in its field

i,1
I'·; !

l'
./ ', ,

.;. I

It is the policy of The Missionary Voice to issue the
finest and best home journal of Christian world affairs
possible. To that end every aollar of income is turned
back' into the periodical; no profit is expected or
desired.

Under this policy our magazine has been constantly
improving. More illustrations, additional pages, better
paper. Finally, the RotOgravure Art Section, the only
such feature appearing in a religious publication any
where.

Now comes a new Missionary Voice-an im·
provement superlative, which will carry it in typo
graphic quality, away and beyond any other re
ligious periodical in all the 'Y'orld.

Beginning next month-November, 1930-The
Missionary Voice will appear regularly in a fine and
heavy enamel cover beautifully printed in all the
color combinations of the rainbow.

The RotOgravure Art Section and all the body illus
trations will be retained. Our new cover will reproduce
in full color the world's finest p,aintings and the best
special subjects procurable. The new Missionary Voice
will be as elegant as any magazine that can be pur
chased on the news stand.

The price of the new Missionary Voice will be the
same for all-One Dollar per year. It will be nee·
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essary to discontinue the reduction of Twenty-five
Cents formerly allowed in the fall and winter. Other
wise, no change will be made in price.

The new Missionary'Voice is a venture of faith.
To maintain so elegant a periodical there must be an
increase in the number of subscribers, all paying the
regular price of One Dollar per year. We believe
our Agents and Pastors can and wiU secure such an
increase this fall, and we are therefore launching the
improvement as if the subscribers were already on
our books.

And now a personal word to our Agents-the rep
resentatives of this magazine in the conferences, dis
tricts, and local Churches.

Prepare now to increase your list of subscribers
this faU. Determine to secure this year 20% more
than last year. This can be done, we feel sure.
When the people see the magazine next month they
will not ask for a "bargain sale" but will gladly pay
the'regular price.

In due time you will receive information, sugges
tions, and helps for the fall and winter subscription
campaign. Watch for them. Study them carefully. Re
spond as heartily as you always do. And you will build
a missionary journal which will be the admiration of
every denomination of Christians in the world.

[435] 3
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But the Lights
Come On

BUT as so often happens, the things that seemed aga~nst us
in that opening night were turned to account In our

behalf. The classes next morning wete beyond our expectation,
even when we thought we should have good weather.. Our
pentecostal messenger found the chapel full and the vesper
retreat crowded with eager, chastened, waiting spirits, and so
continuing with growing interest and power to the end.

Thus began one of the most successful missionary confer.
ences in recent years, and the Pentecostal feature met our
largest expectation. As our dear brother brought his burr:ing

Good Days at Junaluska
The Lights Go Out

I N HIS dual capacity as dean of the Conference, the editor
was on his way from the Mission Building at Lake Juna
luska to the auditorium, going a little early to tidy up and

give a final touch to the platform befote the opening service.
He was thinking, as he had done now fot weeks, about the sig
nificance of the meeting, a School, a Conference, as heretofore,
but in the midst of it all a series of Pentecostal messages and
-a Pentecostal retreat. If we might do it worthily, what it
would mean for our missionary enterprise-what it would
mean for our Church.

He heard a familiar rumble, and looking over his shoulder,
saw a good black cloud coming over the horizon-good to
him because he had just come from the sizzling lowlands, with.
out rain for eighty.five days, and even here at Junaluska it
was dry and burning hot.

His first thought was of the relief that, the stormcloud
would bring, but immediately on second thought he ,remem.
bered that few people, apparently, were arriving for the Con.
ference. There were many in the cottages, it was said, and
the opening night offered a wide open opportunity to tell the
big crowd out to hear our popular guest, Dr. Onderdonk,
what fine things we were to expect in the next ten days.

And now the storm, just as the first meeting was to open!
But a storm can come and pass in a few minutes, and maybe

it will not hinder. Had we not set our doting hearts upon a
good opening meeting!

At 8:15 the storm had not broken, but darkly threatened,
and only a few' had gathered. The leaders ascended the plat.
form, and as they took their places, came a great crash, leaving
us in darkness. The light bulbs struggled to come on, but in

.a minute another crash, and Superintendent Nollner stole up
to say the transformer had crashed, and the only light we
would have for the night would be the mocking sheen of the
bulbs in the blinking canopy above.

Well, it is the Lord's meeting, the Lord's messenger, and
the Lord's weather. He will care for His own, and it will
be all right.

We fumbled through the preliminaries, our fine plans gone
glimmering, and with a wax dip to light him, Dr. Onderdonk
read his Scripture-from the Acts-and brought his message.
It was a solemn and profoundly impressive hour. In the still
ness-and the da,.kness, God seemed even t~e more clearly
speaking through His chosen servant.

"You have lost nothing by the weather," friends whispered
as we stole out. And we kept saying, "The Lord's meeting,
the Lord's messenger, the Lord's weather," but still we were
thinking of the classes on the morrow, the services so poorly
announced, and our fine plans gone boom.

4 ( 436J

message and led us upward-well, downward and then up.
ward-from day to day, we were confirmed in our conviction
that men and women were genuinely and deeply troubled
about the higher rhings of the spirit, and that the emphasis
upon these higher things might really come again to the

, Church. Not easily will it come, probably not in an hour or
a day, but it must come-will come.

It should begin with us preachers, pastors, truly, but secre.
taries, editors, presiding elders, bishops and all, and we are
venturing the hope that every bishop in his Annual Conference
this fall will himself, or through some good man like Frank
Onderdonk, every day in his Conference session, bring us a
straight, simple, searching message of power. Not in the
afternoon, when' men are on Boards, or at night when other
things divert, but at the end of the morning, the best hour
there is, and for a good full hour, let us withdraw from other
pressing concerns, and give ourselves heart and soul to this
first concern of the Kingdom.

No group in the Junaluska Conference were more interested
in the Pentecostal message than were the missionaries. The
missionary enterprise was born in the Pentecostal incident and
impulse, and has renewed itself in the generations since through
the power pledged in the Pentecostal promise.

Again and again was expressed in the intimate vesper hour,
the determination to take each to his field and work this great
New Testament emphasis,and each missionary in his place and
circle to wait until the good days of power should come back
again and prevail.

President Peters
at Junaluska

PRESIDENT PETERS of Paine College delivered a mem.,
orable address in the Missionary Conference at Lake Juna

luska. He said some things about racial sympathy and appre.
ciation not commonly heard, -even on missionary platforms, in
this part of the world. But he could afford to. A go?d E~t

Tennessee Democrat of the strictest sect, he had lIved In

Siberia, served in China and come back to this country to
throw his life and that of his devoted wife, the former Dr.
Ethel Polk, into the training of Negro leaders in Paine
College.

As President Peters spoke, we thought of Major Moton's
great book, "What the Negro Thinks." By the way, if a time.
lier book than Major Moton's has been written in these half
dozen years, this editor has not seen it, and he would .~ec?m.
mend in passing as the best service the Board of MISSIOns
could do toward a better racial understanding in this counery,
that a copy of this book be sent free of charge to every pastor
in the Church. We boast that we know the Negro. probe
ably we do know him better than our friends farther away,

, either in New England or Old England, but one has only to
read that book to realize how far away white people are from
the Negro's inmost thought, because we cannot, we do not
put ourselves in his place. ,

At the close of President Peters' address, Rev. W. V.
McCrae of St. Paul's Church, Goldsboro, N. C, offered a
resolution that, rising far above the plane of ordinary good
old platitudes, popped in its periods like a good sharp whip.
cracker. He had not taken his seat before two men arose to
second the resolution, one, Dr. S. A. Stew'att, missionary from
Japan, an'd the other, Rev. C B. Dawsey, of th~ Northwest
of Brazil. Both of these men declared that our amtude toward
the Negro in this country was the greatest obstacle they had.
co face in their missionary work. (See next page.)
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Race Relations at
.' -

Lake Junaluska

Recognizing the race problem in America as

a serious challenge to Christian civilization and

to the missionary enterprise, we, the Annual

Missionary Conference of the M. E. Church,

South, desire to register the following convic

tlons:

"I. That the religion of Jesus, with its em

phasis on the value and sacredness of human

personality, forbids that any should hold an

other in contempt, use him merely as a creature

for his own convenience, or limit his oppor

tunity to become and to achieve the best of

which God has made him capable.

"2. That this principle, applied to our inter

racial situation, demands mutual respect and

consideration between the races, full legal pro

tection of the life and property of the humblest,

freedom of all from economic exploitation, and

a fair sharing of the public provisions for hu

man welfare. Since the most important of these

provisions is that of public education, we urge

special effort that adequate educational oppor

tunity be made accessible to every child, irre

spective of race, as our laws provide.

"3. We deplore the recent upsurge of lynch

ing and mob violence, as an indictment of our

civilization and home and a serious handicap

to our missionaries abroad. We call upon every

OCTOBER, 1930

good citizen to set his face like flint against

such crimes, and upon our governors and other

officials to do their utmost to prevent them, or,

in case of their occurrence, to bring the perpe

trators to justice.

"4. Deeply culpable and inexcusable, in our

judgment, are the industrious efforts of political

demagogues to stir up racial fear and hate, in

the hope of coining ignorance and prejudice

into votes. Such political leaders should know

that they are playing with fire, and doing more

perhaps than any other group to destroy friend

ly co-operation between the races and to set

them at each other's throats. We call upon all

intelligent people to discourage and discounte

nance such appeals as insincere, unworthy, and

highly dangerous, and to brand as enemies of

society all who resort to them.

"5. In conclusion, we have faith to believe

that the principles of Jesus are sufficient for

this great human need, as for all others. Hence

our task as followers of Jesus is to seek out and

honestly apply those principles, confident that

in doing so we shall find God's wise answer to

our difficult problem."

Resoilltion Missionary Conference,

Lake l"nal"ska, Allgllst 6, 1930
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Dr. F. S. Onderdonk, Pentecostal speaker
at the Junaluska Conference, missionary,

statesman, preacher, Christian.

A
Pentecost
in Mexico

By

F. S. ONDERDONK

"From over the Church there
comes from the ministry and
laity alike the conviction that
a conscious experience of the
indwelling of the Holy Spirit

is our greatest need.'"
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I T WAS in the last days of the nineties, if I mistake not,
when the Christian leaders of the several denominations
working in Mexico awakened to the realization that a

spiritual deanh was abroad in that land. They were days of
material construction. We were trying to make one dollar do
the service of two. No Cencenarywas dreamed of at the time.
Mission Boards were poor and the appropriations were meagre.
Our system of day schools had been abandoned for lack of
'funds. We had retired to the last ditch and were trying to
hold the line. The women of the Church held true to their
course in education, but the General Board had abandoned
even the training school for preachers.

Our Church suffered a depletion in its pastoral force as
a result of the first manifestation of nationalism, if, indeed,
such it might have been called in those early days. We had
lost some of our strongest men and were in danger of losing
more. At the Annual Conference which met at Morelia, things
reached a climax. The saintly Bishop Joseph H. Key was
presiding. He saw the crisis coming. It was headed by an
American missionary who had come to us from another church.
It looked as if things might go to pieces, 'when the godly pres
ident called them to prayer. Out of his great, Spirit-filled soul
there ascended to God a prayer that broke men's heans. While
some went away, the day was saved.

So, things had been drifting until we were forced to face
the question of victory or defeat.

By mutual agreement a call was made for a meeting in San
Luis Potosi of all who could anend, both nationals and mis
sionaries. It was to be a meeting without a fixed program.
Mexicans are great for programs, and it was not easy for some
to comprehend how a meeting could be arranged without one.
It was even decided, in order to eliminate all formality, not to

6 [ 438]

meet in any of the churches, but in the spacious sitting room
of one of the missionaries. This, being very large, was seated
with chairs and converted into an adequate chapel.

The hour of the first meeting was nine in the morning. The
writer remembers that when he entered the room on time the
first morning, nearly everyone was in his place. A profound
silence brooded over the little company. Men were leaning
forward on chairs immediately in front of them. As I bowed
for prayer, there swept over me such a sense of God's presence
that I was moved to tears. Men began to pray out of their
heans while confessions of selfishness, sin, and spiritual weak
ness were made. Men who had not been on the best of terms
embraced one another, and were reconciled. One prominenc
man of a sister church went immediately to the telegraph office
and wired another prominent leader of that church of his con.
fession of unholy attitudes toward him and aske? forgiveness.
Back flashed the message of assurance that only love prevailed.

Unconscious of the passing of time, three hours swept by
while our souls reveled in the ecstasies of fellowship with the .
Father.

In hours like these, how rapidly do denominational lines
fade. "We saw no man save Jesus only." No one cared wheth.
er his brother were a Quaker, Congregationalist, or a Baptist.

We were all baptized into one spirit. .
Other meetings of similar impon followed. The Spirit laid

upon us the burden of prayer for the entire field. It was
glorious to hear Methodists praying for the success of the
Baptists, etc.

It was decided that we had no right to withhold from the
public such spiritual feasts, so we moved into our beautiful
new Methodist church, where God continued to bless us.

(Continued on page 13)
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Christianity and the
Religions of the World

By s. H. WAINWRIGHT
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as an hitherto undiscovered virtue, I
had in my baggage a rough transla
tion I had made of a book written
more than a thousand years ago on
the subject. It is ratller late in the
day for Christians to come forwar<!
advocating the friendliness of re
ligions.

The deeper principle on which
murual tolerance has been founded in
the Orient is the pantheistic concep

tion of one substance in the universe with numerous and unreal
phases. These phases are looked upon by the common people
as having reality, but by the more recondite as occupying a
useful and temporary place much as playrhings do in the stage
of childhood. With others there is adherence to three religions
because these supplement each other, and the three together,
Shintoism, Buddhism and Confucianism, for example, are seen
ro be alike necessary in order to make one fairly comprehensive
religion. With others again, who are devoid of conviaion,
worship at different shrines is but a part of the heritage of
custom handed down from the past.

When it is said that Christ is too big for anyone religion,
and that his influence is overflowing into all religions at the
present time, the Statement calls for a division into its parts.
What are we to understand to follow from the statement that
Christ is too big for anyone religion? Must a multitude of
religions be kept going in the world in order that Christ may
be comprehensively and adequately expressed? Are we to ex
pect Buddhism and other religions to fill up that which is
lacking in the Christian expression of Christ? This will compel
to a very searching issue. Can we hope for an expression of
Christ on the part of any religion that does not have faith in
him? Such a faith as will displace in that religion its own
dieties. lance met a learned Hindu, whose name was well
known in the last century, and who said, "If I should meet
Christ I would fall at his feet and weep tears of reverence and
Joy." This did not mean that he would place Christ above all
other Masters, but that he would place him by the side of
other Masters. He meant that he would give Christ a place
in his pantheistic background. Sucll a proposal the early
Christians declined for Christ when offered a place for him
in the temple for all Gods at Rome. The Christian religion
is' forbidden br the Incarnation, and the reality of the Incarna
tion, to be placed on a level with any other religion. In Christ
the infinite love of the Father is manifest; the moral perfection
of God is revealed. In no religion do we have such a revela
tion as was said of the Christian message, "the eternal life,
which was with the Father, was manifested unto us." It is
simply incomprehensible to believe that any other religion can

(Continued on page 12)

within the Church."

"In this last articie," says Dr.

Wainwright, "I have tried to

come to grips with certain

ideas which must be overcome

OCTOBER, 1930

~E relation of Christianity to
.1 :~e different religions has be-

come a subject of study on a
wide scale. Until recently the subject
was studied rather in the spirit of
science. Bur in the last few years
some new and startling ideas have
been pur forward by Christians them
selves looking to the practical consid
eration of this problem. On my last
visit to the United States, about three
years ago, I came in contaa with these ideas in certain quarters.
To mention some of rhe attitudes of mind about which I am
speaking, I was asked by one professor what I thought of the
"mutual friendliness of religion," abour which he himself
exhibited enthusiasm. I heard pastors referring to "our broth
ers the rabbis," a phraseology quite new to me. An outstand
ing theological leader declared in my hearing that "Christ was
now seen to be too great for anyone religion and his influence
was now overflowing into all other religions." A well known
layman said to me that "the progress of religion will take
place hereafter by the fusion of religion."

Though not wide-spread in the churches of America, yet
such ideas are being put forward as representative of a certain
point of view. It is easy to be misled into thinking that such
attitudes of mind mark a fresh and broader and truer concep
tion of the spirit of the Christian religion. The subject is of
the utmost importance. We should have clear and well founded
convictions with reference td the issues. which are by no means
new in Christian history. It is not the first time that Chris
tianity has come into contact with other religions. Indeed, the
root source of our attitude, I mean the normal Christian atti
tude can be traced back into the Old Testament history. In
truth there is nothing so sublime in the ancient world as the
faithfulness of those who held aloft, at times in the midst of
deepest persecution and at times with wavering uncertainty,
the torch of the true faith, sacredly fulfilling as a divine trust
what the last living Apostle bequeathed as the last admonition
we have in the New Testament proceeding from one of the
Twelve: "My little children, guard yourselves from idols."

My reply to the professor-he was a professor of missions
-when asked about the mutual friendliness of religions, was
that his doctrine was characteristic of religion in Asia rather
than of Christianity. I was greatly perplexed, when I came
to the Orient, upon meeting men, and intelligent men at that,
who adhered to three different religions at the same time.
They were broad enough, whatever the secret of their latitude,
to worship at many different shrines. Their minds were above
(or below) the level of religious controversy. Later, as I
pursued my study of the background of such men, I discovered
books written on the harmony of religions. Indeed, when this
professor was urging upon me friendliness berween religions,



The Epworth League of Ghlin with Sunday School children in the
foreground. Most of the Epworth Leaguers are also Sunday School

teachers. This church was once the stable of an old bam.
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I T WAS late afternoon on a cold November day when Oscar
turned our car toward Ghlin. Suddenly there came into
view a half dozen dark pyramids romantically silhouetted

against the rosy glow of the setting sun. "I hate to disappoint
you," said Dr. Thonger, "but the pyramids of Ghlin are only
piles of coal dust from the mines. There is a great deal more
real romance in the stable of Ghlin where we shall be tonight."

The stable soon opened its hospitable doors to us. It was
spotlessly clean. On a raised platform stood a simple pulpit.
A tiny organ filled one corner. The house was crowded. I
have always disliked speaking through an interpreter, but one
wanted to talk to the people of Ghlin. They were so eager,
so friendly, so hospitable. -

There were old folks, middle aged folks, children, babies,
and fully twenty-five young people. "Epworth Leaguers," the
pastor told me proudly. Two of the Leaguers came fotward
bringing an armful of beautiful floyvers and an exquisite vase.
Th~y read a little speech of welcome, thanking me for my visit
to their lowly bar, and asking the prayers and help of the
great Church in America for them as they sought to bring
light to the dark places of Ghlin.

Later, in the cozy warmth of the pastor's home, I heard the
romantic story of this church. There wasn't much religion in
the village of Ghlin when Fernand Geva sought to sell his
penny gospels in the streets. All day long doors had closed
in his face. But at last his patience was rewarded. One door
stayed open long enough for the little book to pass inside.

8 [ 440J

In a Stable of Ghlin
By INA CORINNE BROWN

A few weeks later Fernand again walked the streets of
Ghlin. And this time the door opened to admit a little can·
gregation of sixteen, -ten of whom were occupants of the
house. Weeks went by and two other houses in different patts
of the village had opened their doors. These congregations
were small, but so were the kitchen where they met.

Then came a day of great excitement in Ghlin. On one of
the village greens there appeared a big white tent. By evening
the news had spread that the people called Methodists had
come to town. The tent was not for a circus but for religious
services. In spite of opposition, the people came, and at the
end of two weeks there was a real church in Ghlin. A real
church, but no building. The three kitchens would no longer
'serve. The people of Ghlin are poor, and the new congrega
tion could not hope to buy land and build a church so soon.
Not knowing what else to do, they prayed.

The answer to their prayer was something of a surprise.- An
old woman offered to rent them her empty bam for seventy
five cents a month. The bam was dirty, and bare, and cob
webby. But there were willing hands that could make it clean,
and hadn't the Master they worshipped been born in a
stable?

Mr. Stanley, the mission architect, came to the rescue, and
with the aid of the tireless Fernand the people went to work.
The dust of years lay in the old barn and in Femand's words
they "ate dust for a week" before it was finally pronounced
clean. A ceiling of planks was put in to hide the massive 'and
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Fernand Geva, Colporteur,
Ghlin, Belgium, and house
where he sold the first Bible,
after other doors had closed
in his face all day long. The
next time he came he found
a congregation of sixteen in

this house

New collapsible Gospel Hut,
better adapted for work in
Belgium than the old tent
was. On the right pastor
Schyns and Dr. Thonger.
Group of pr~chers, colpor.
teurs and students helping in

the campaign

their homes. Religion IS a costly matter In the
village of Ghlin.

Poor as they were, the Methodists of Ghlin had
othet concerns than their own need of a church.
A few miles away lay a tiny cluster of house$
built as refugee huts aftet the wat. Here at La
Kewette lived some fifty families in a state of
poverty and neglect almost unbelievable. On
their own initiative the dmrch of Ghlin cook over
La Kewette. They loaded a little melodian on a

(Continued on page 12)

dirty roof timbers, the first floor was replaced by one of con
crete, the walls were pierced with windows, cracks were filled
in, a stove and benches installed, and the church building at
Ghlin became an accomplished fact.

In the midst of opposition and persecution the little church
has grown and prospered. There is now a faithful resident
pastor with a hospitable and capable wife. There is an active
Sunday School at Ghlin and an enthusiastic Epwotth League.
These young· people faithfully wear their League pins-and
wearing such a badge is a serious matter in Belgium. Some
persons have lost their positions because of this public ac
knowledgment of their faith. Others have been driven from

These members of the Ghlin congregation travel two hours
each way in a donkey cart to attend services. When this
family lived in Ghlin, the cart was used to transport the har
monium and other equipment for open air meetings. The
Ghlin Mission at La Kewette was started in this way

OCT~BER, 1930



All the Way
Around the
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By ANDERSON WEAVER

Group of students preparing to spend a night in a Chinese
monastery. National Guards protect from pirates

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

was made some reference to the arrival of the Floating Univer.
sity. We had to accept the editor's word, for we could not tell
which part of the newpaper was the top' or the bottom, or
where to begin reading, But while looking over the paper we
could not read, we remembered that we were in the midst of a
people where kissing is not practiced; bachelors and spinsters
are almost unknown; where, instead of shaking hands, each
person in saluting another joins his own hands; where the chief
distinction in the dress of men and women is in the headgear
and footwear; where white is used for mourning, and New

[ 442]10

K ITAN" was the name of one of the original tribes:
hence: Cathay, China. "The Flowery Ki"ngdom" is an
appropriate name, since the flora furnish the principal

necessities: tea and rice, the mulberry fqr their silk, and the
bamboo for the construction of their homes.

Shanghai, the great commercial center of the Orient, is in '
economic importance the second largest' POrt in the world;
Hong Kong is a beautiful city, half English and half Chinese;
Canton is the city of the great dreamers who visioned th'e Re.
public which was founded in 1912: and the three cities are so
different we could hardly believe they were of the
same country.

Shanghai, with its great European business houses'
alongside the little dingy bazaars, is a city of con.
trasts. Its large foreign "concessions" were ceded at
the close of the opium war in 1848. In the streets
luxurious American automobiles pass the ubiquitous
"rickshaws," Palatial residences overlook 'the beauti,
ful bay dotted with those little covered barks which
are the h'omes of the coolies. The blackened sails
flutter in all directions as if imploring pity for the
millions of China's poor.

Our group was hospitably received and enter.
tained by the public authorities, various organiza
tions, universities and newspapers. "Sim Wan Pao"
is a great daily where alongside of modern presses
and radio apparatus we watched the upsetting meth
od of setting up a newspaper in the Chinese type,
which has 10,000 different characters, each one of
which the patient type.setter must know where to
find and to pick up by hand. After taking tea in th~

directors' room, we received the edition in which
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The small farmer's title to his land usually ceases when he
ceases to cultivate his field. No pan of animal or vegetable
refuse is wasted. In some of the Chinese waters we saw float.
ing fields, large rafts covered with earth. In Manchuria and
other sections there are rich and fertile plains, but the poor
people do not want to move, preferring to live and die near the
tombs of their ancestors. They are religious in it, many of
them practicing a sort of worship of the spirits of their dead.

About a fourth of the world's population is in China, and
most of them are illiterate. Formerly education was only for
the sons of the ariscocratic class; but a recent simplification of
the language has made it possible to bridge the gulf between
them and the middle class. Education is the passport to posi.
tion in the public service. Missionaries fostered the Western
system, and it was latgely due to their influence that the old
system was abandoned.

In almost all classes the ideal is to have as large a family as
possible. Vital statistics are lacking, but we may well suppose
that perhaps a majority of the dlildren born die before their
second year, while in New Zealand, for example, the infant
mortality is about five in a thousand. In some places the sick

child, if medicines do not avail, is supposed co be
non.human, and must pass an ordeal of neglect, cold
and starvation. If it is strong enough to survive, it
is considered human. The punishment of children
is usually left to the wife.

The civil marriage is made in the presence of an
official, the principal part of the ceremony being the
reading of the last will and testament of the founder
of the Republic. Theoretically the law does not per.
mit polygamy; but as the first wife is usually chosen
by the parents, if she is not satisfactory, the husband
feels that he has the right to choose another-ot
others, in proportion to his means. Rarely is there
divorce, the legitimate wife bearing her suffering
in sl1ence. Although Confucius himself was di.
vorced, the average Chinese woman does not dare
to face the social stigma which such proceedings
might bring upon her.' In Canton a few have ob.
tained divorce, with alimony. In China there are
professional match.makers.

(Continued on pase 45)

Canal crowded with house·boats in front of the hotel in Canton
where the Floating College personnel stopped

Ancient landmark in Canton. Twelve centuries, so they
tell us, have passed since this venerable pagoda was built

OCTOBER, 1930

Year's Day is everybody's birchday. On
that glorious day, also, new clothes are
bought and old debts are paid.

In the evening there was a reception
for us at the Chamber of Commerce.
The menu was altogether Chinese, even
to 'the chop.sticks. The green tea was
wirhout sugar, but Chinese hospitality
sweetened even that. Among the spe.
cialties were ducks' tongues, sharks' fins
and gelatine made from birds' nests.
They say that in Macao one may enjoy a
different kind of fish every morning of
the year.

The president of the 'Chamber made a
good speech, and then we listened
to addresses by two eminent Chinese
ladies. Most interesting was their de.
scription of the struggle the modern
Chinese women have had to make
against hoaty tradition. But they are
winning, and with the inspiration of the
Spirit of Jesus, they will continue to win.

On a moonlight night we sailed up the Wangste for Canton.
That city gave us a bener idea of the real China. There we
met the ideal type of Chinese gentleman and scholar, the fol.
lower of Confucius. With these mingle the modern intellec.
ruals who have studied:in Europe and America. There also are
the teeming coolies who generation after generation live and
die in one boat, where the children, cats and chickens (not to
mention the pig, when the family can afford one) all live to·
gether. It seems incredible that there should be in such small
space sleeping.room for so many. Almost all are underfed.
They drink water from the canals that intersect the city, and as
a result they suffer from various chronic diseases. Canton alone
has about 200,000 of these coolies. Everywhere we met ragged
children asking alms. Frequently the parents are driven by
hunger to sell their offspring into the worst of slavery.

But if farming were modernized in China, the country could
double its population and still have no lack of food. Irrigation
is already highly developed. The tea.bush yields three crops
a year. At. present, the planting of the poppy is prohibited.
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Christianity and the Religions'of the World
(Continued from page 7)

accept Christ in a true sense, such as his person and revelation do not perish. The truths they may embody are assimilated
demand, without a complete inner transformation of itself, by Christianity, owing to its vitality, and are given perma
such as would make of it not a different religion but a pan nence. In truth it is doubtful whether any of the existing
of the body of Christ. religions can escape doom, and utter forgetfulness, except as

The latter pan of the statement calls for remark. When it Christianity assimilates its truth and gives it permanence. The
best elements of Greece and Rome have been preserved to usis said that Christ's influence is now overflowing into all other

religions, one thing should not be overlooked. That overflow, not by those ancient cults but by Christianity.
as a matter of fact, is from Christianity into other religions. Judaism, indeed, has survived along with Christianity, but
It is the Christian Church which is the fountain source of owing to its inseparable relation to race. There is no need
the overflow. Other religions are stimulated by the world ac- for its existence as a religion. There can be no objection to
tivity of the Church and are inspired by its example, its faith, speaking of 'our brothers the rabbis,' if in imitation of Christ,

d h . who dined in the homes of the Pharisees, and was friendly inits devotion and its mess,age. So when it is sai that C fiSt'S
influence is 'overflowing,' it should be kept in mind that it is ,his intercourse with them. But any brotherliness that con-
through his body that his touch upon the world is being felt. demns the Epistle to the Galatians to obscurity cannot be justi-

fied and cannot be harmonized with the example of Christ,
It was a personal friend, and a man of broad knowledge, who never allowed' friendly intercourse to obscure the truth

who argued with me that future advance would be through the of his message.
fusion of religions. An outstanding layman among the Japan- In conclusion, I would like to cite as an object lesson the
ese has given his money to funher this idea, though the organi- method I observed years ago exemplified in the Colonial Hos
zation set .up for the purpose has already run its course. The pital at Hongkong. The hospital was supponed oue of the
simple answer to this suggestion is to be derived from history. public taxes. All patients were given option of choosing the
In Asia, the friendliness of religions has failed to lead to the traditional Chinese medicine or the modern medicine from
fusion of religions. When patched together at times, they the west. Each patient made his choice. Yet the old, unscien
have inevitably at later times fallen apart. There is no melting tific medicine of China was gradually being eliminated from
poi: of religions. There is no evidence that fusion is a method the hospital, and the modern and scientific medicine increas
of providence. Struggle and survival, on the contrary, are prin- ingly prevailed. There was a severity in the process by which
ciples from which there can be no escape. "Every tree that the older system was doomed.. Yet the destiny of each was
bringeth not fonh good fruit is hewn down, and cast into determined by the personal choice of the individual patient.
the fire." It is not otherwise than this in the determining of the final

It is just this rigorous and far reaching struggle that finds destiny of religions. The Christian religion is the outcome of
no place in a pantheistic conception of God and the universe. personal decision and individual faith. "As many as received
If it be said that this struggle requires that historic religions him, to them gave he the right to become the children of

. of the past must perish and waste would thus be involved, the God, even to them that believe on his name." This is the final
question of fact remains. "For, behold, I create new heavens test for every individual. We have no right to lower the place
and a new earth; and the former things shall not be' remem- of Christ to the level of other Masters, since in view of his
bered, nor come into mind." Yet in the case of Christianity Death and Resurrection, "God highly exalted him, and gave
there is no waste with its survival. It cannot divide the field unto him the name which is above every name; that in the
with any other religion. It perfectly satisfies the demands of name of Jesus every knee should bow, of things in heaven and
religion. That is one characteristic. On the other hand, it is things under the earth, and that every tongue should confess
a religion of vitality and assimilative power. The old religions that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the. glory of God the Father."

~~

In a Stable of Ghlin
(Continued from page 9)
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two wheeled donkey cart and made weekly visits to the village.
They held services; they started a Sunday School and a "Thurs
day SchooL" They organized a troup of Boy Scours. Now a
bit of life and light has come into the dark days and the bitter
poverty of La Kewette.

Of course the Methodists of Ghlin wanted a real church of
their own. But stronger than that desire was the passion to

share their new found faith with others. These new Chris
tians are still a little dazed with the wonder of what has hap
pened to them. They still feel a sense of awe as they say, "See
what great things the Lord has done for us."

Here is a woman who has found a sober, steady husband
in the man who once left her and the children to starve while
he spent his wages in drink. Yonder is a man whose passion

12 (444)

for drink once bound him as with chains. How can he help
sharing with others the joy of his new found freedom? This
woman with the radiant face was once as the woman who came
to draw water at the well in Samaria. Now she, too,' has met
the Christ.

Broken homes have been made whole again. Drunken
wretches have become sober husbands and' fathers. Sharp
tongued women have become gentle wives and mothers. Wild
young men have become sober, steady workmen. There was
no fine church with stained glass windows, no cushioned seats
or expensive equipment to draw the crowds. But under a
canvas tent a few men and women met the Master of Life. In
the stable of Ghlin they meet to worship him, and because he
is in the midst of them, others seek him there as wise men of
old sought him in Bethlehem's stable.

THE MISSIONARY VOICE
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A Soldier Scholar
By H. M. DUBOSE
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NEAR the beginning of my tenth yeat, I was put undet
the tutotage of an interesting personality. This was
Edward Knaiziwitcz, who accotding to report was

of noble family (and the name is well attested in Polish
heraldry). He had been expatriated from the Polish Father
land because of his participation in the revolution of 1830.

As an alumnus of at least two universities of Western
Europe, he was familiar with the languages of the principal
peoples of the continent. His use of English, as I judge, would
have been attested at Oxford or Harvard.

He had been a soldier in the armies of three nationalities,
Poland, Italy, and America, and a patriot in each. He bore
honorable wounds; and, it may be, evidences of more than
one affair of honor; for he was, even in age, a skilled and
enthusiastic fencer. In the peace times of his life, he had

. been private tutor to the sons of not a few families of cir
cumstance.

Battered and grey, he was still alert, of constant military
bearing, and a paragon of courtesies and gentle manners.
While I was under him I was particularly advanced in English
orthography, mathematics, geography and elocutionary read.
ing. His recollections of the countries he had visited, which
seemed to embrace the whole world, left lasting impressions
on my mind. The orderliness of his habits, the nearness of
his attire, even when of plain materials, as his circumstances
normally required, and his princely qualities at all times, I
ttust also have been answeted in at least some of my own
habitudes.

I shall ever count it a good fortune that, at my so susceptible
age, this soldier scholar became my tutor. He made himself
sire to the passion of my provincial soul. He led me to see
the worth of letters and the glory of knowledge, while as
yet their realms glimmered as a mirage before me. I now
realize how little I understood of that which was brought
near me. I was as one who, having come to the house of the
interpreter, felt chiefly a sense of. awe. I honored the good
grey head, but was able to appropriate only crumbs from the
fellowship of the good, great soul.

It was only long after Apollo, disguised as shepherd, had
lived with fellow shepherds in Arcady, that they knew their
sometime brother was a god. It was only in long after years
that I realized that in the person of myoid time preceptor the

shadow of an archon had fallen athwatt my path. He is
with me more in age than he was in youth.

He was an orthodox Greek churchman, catholic, I should
say, in a genuine sense. He joined us each morning and
evening at family devotions. He rated highly the piety of my
father; and confided to him, in my hearing, the saddest secret
of his home in the Polish Fatherland.

"My elder brother, Ivan," his Story ran, "should have been
heir to the title and fortune of our family; but because of
one irreverent word spoken to my mother, he was banished
of my father from the paternal home. Having been trained
in arms, he expatriated himself to Austria, and entered the
army of the Hapsburgs. Then came the revolution, and its
melancholy end for Poland. In those last days, I tode in
youthful atmor with my father's soldiery in a fierce and suc
cessful effort to break through the Austrian ranks .

"Faint and thirsting, we tarried at a fountain to drink. An
Austrian officer of youthful years had fallen near the spot,
and was dying. In delirium he cried for water. My father
hastened to him with a beaker filled from the fountain. The
draught refreshed him for a moment, and opening his eyes,
he sighed passionately: 'That is my father!'

" 'My son,' cried my father and his, clasping him to hIs
breast, 'I forgive:

"But the spirit of the soldier, my brother, was gone. 'With
trembling hands we composed his limbs; and though my
father there fain would have died with his first born, the
rush of Austrian cavalry swept our feeble units like chaff
before it.

"We escaped to a confiscated home, and to a country doubly
enslaved. It was the end of our house. My father sought
protection under the power of a friendly prince; but both his
days and those my mother were thereafter few. They went to
rhe grave in sorrow for their first born. As for me, I was left
to find a country where I might-in the wide world:'

He was with us long, the soldier scholar; but one day he
slipped away, answering the angel of silence; and leaving his
grave and pleasing, but mysterious, memory to the land of
his adoption. Where he sleeps the pines keep their primeval
vigil, and fittingly murmur a requiem for the soldier of fortune
and the citizen of the world. His was the vision of truth
and valor.
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A Pentecost -in Mexico
(Continued from page 6)

Oil Sunday night was held the closing service. The church rhe entire audience was upon its knees weeping and praying
was filled. The writer was attempting to lead the choir and audibly. The altar and aisles were filled with people. They ap
congregation in the singing. The first prayer pur the assembly peared to come in from the street, and were praying and cry
in holy awe. The Rev. Eduardo Zapata was the preacher ap- ing for mercy. I am sure that any carnal onlooker would have
pointe~ for the hour. He aros: to ~ead the scripture lesson, adjudged us a drunken set. Yet amid that apparent confusion,
but wI~h the first few verses hiS vOice choked. Per~onally I there was a spiritual harmony that was sublime. Pentecost was
felt as If my heart would burst and then became conscIous that reenacted in our wondering souls.
the entire congregation was deeply moved. JUSt then the house . . ..
was filled with the Mighty Presence. The Holy Spirit took The spmtual sItuation has never been since what it was

charge. No sermon'was preached that night. It appeared that (Continued on page 45)
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Typical Street Scene, old section of Havana, Cuba '
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Lasdy, Cuban Romanism was to a large degree isolated.
With all its faults and errors it was shut out from any
possible development through a struggle with Protestants
and the Reformation. Left to itself for some four hun.
dred years, it settled down into what seemed to be a
hopeless moral and spiritual decadence. Totally divorced
from conduct and morals, it does not invade the daily life
demanding Christian standards and inspiring individual
and social conduce. .

Rome in Cuba sealed up the fountain of life with her
dogmatism which prohibited personal thinking and made

even the function of the human 'conscience useless and danger
ous and denied to the people God's Holy Book.
. Across her whole history, Romanism has attempted to
silence the working classes, hungry for a larger social justice
and possessed of a growing social consciousness, by preaching
a better world after death and one's duty to suffer injustice
silently now, since such things are necessary to this life. As
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The Capitol Building Havana, Cuba

O NE of the Cuban delegates to the Spanish~American

Evangelical Congress of Havana in 1929 said, in
dealing with some of the larger questions, "The

function of Protestantism is not that of civilizing ... Nor do
Cuba and Latin America need to be civilized ... So the func
tion of Spa~ish American Protestantism is not one of civilizing
but of the creation of spiritual values."

When we remember something of Cuba's reli-
gious history we are not inclined to ask, "Why
Cuba?" Look for a moment at the type of
Romanism introduced into Cuba by the discov
erers and the adventurers who followed them.

First, it was Romanism of the close of the fif
teenth and the beginning of the sixteenth cen
turies: medieval Romanism of the "dark ages"
Romanism at her worst. It was that Romanism
most opposed to Protestantism and the new intel
lectual and individual freedom which the Ref
ormation represented.

Second, it was Spanish Medieval Romanism
Romanism in her most bigoted and unrelenting
rype; a militant type carrying the sword and
using the inquisition to accomplish its purpose.
It was a paganized Christianity with a Moslem
heart.

Again, it was the church of the Inquisition.
It not only forbade free inquiry but burned at
the stake those suspected of thinking differently
from her deliverances.
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Palms in Cuba

The North American influence there is often disrurbing.
The cocksureness of a powerful nation and the sensitive and,
at times, fearful consciousness of its rights on the part of a
weaker nation have not been unknown. Loans and commer.
cial expansion have frequently shown in the shadows American
gunboats. As a people we were severe in our criticisms of
the whole Spanish regime and perhaps rightly so. Today with
North American capital dominating not only Cuba's sugar
industry but also food, railroads, street' catS, motor vehicles,
electric lights and power, water systems, telephones, etc., are
we really aware of the degree and kind of our influence and
responsibility there?

How far is responsibility felt by government or commercial
land holders? How far do you, an American citizen with no
financial investment, realize that you roo are involved and have
some responsibiliry there? Fortunately, a few American cap
italists are facing some of Cuba's problems, investing some of
their money in projects that will help. Yet after thirty years,
what schools and colleges have we given? What hospitals
have we built? What asylums have we established? What
libraries have we provided? But even here if we would help
we must realize that Cuba does not wish our imposition, even
in .go,od things, or the best; but rather a sympathetic attitude
"in which we do not exaggerate her faults, but rather exalt
actual value."

There must not be the least impression of the desire ro
make of these Latins, Anglo-Saxon Americans. Rather, into
the drifting opinions, superstitions, moral uncertainry and
blind searching after God, we must bring to bear the only

(Conti nued on page 36)

was ro be expecred, while preaching resignarion and hope 10

rhe unhappy and oppressed, she forgot to preach justice and
love ro the employers and capitalists and did nothing effectiv'c
to berter the social siruation. Then came the inevitable-the
divorce bcrween the masses and the church, berween organized
labor and Chrislianity.

In Cuba, where parriorism is almost made a religion, during
her many insurrections Romanism sided with Spain and was
hostile ro her .independence. During Cuba's final war of
independence it was rhe general belief, a belief remaining ro
rhis day, that the secrers of the confessional were betrayed
to rhe Spanish authoriries who sent insurgents ro their death
from the altar of the church.

Ir is not surprising that such conditions produced among
the more thoughtful materialism, agnosticism, and infidelity.
Some drifted into fetichism and witchcraft-both brought ro
Cuba by African slaves. Others, hungeting after the more
spirirual, the mystical, fell into spiritism and its allied "isms."
A few find themselves in a srare of irreconcilable pugnacity
against alI religions. It is not strange that many minds and
hearts found themselves ready for the philosophic social influ
ences of the French revolution and later of Russian Bolshevism.

A srudy of the political and economic history of Cuba
reveals the traits of the "Conquistadores," the gold fleets and
pirates, the buccaneers, and the slave traders. Through it all
both religiously and politicalIy the Cubans were a subjecr
people, no religious freedom, no political initiative-every
thing superimposed from priest and military governor. Even
today while Cuba is beginning to have a republican conscious
ness, the fact remains that in her sub.consciousness she is still
colonial.

The Maine Monument, Havana, Cuba
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The Girls' Athletic Club, Rosa Valdez Settlement, Tampa, Fla. The team is
composed of two Italian girls, three Spanish, ten Cubans and two native Amer·
icans. The team won nine basketball games and the volley ball championship

of the city league. They are now playing in the city baseball league
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Cuban Work
Tampa

By BERTHA ELLISON

•

In

1\ CCORDING to 1930 census figures the population
.l1 of Tampa is 100,910, a gain of nearly 50% in the

last decade. A conservative estimate places the num
ber of Cubans at one-fifth of the total population, or about
20,000. These are divided into two groups, one group living
in Ybor City, the other in West Tampa, but both now within
city limits. Cigar factories furnish them employment more or
less irregularly. As a general rule work is scarce the first six
months of the year but plentiful with good wages the last
six months of the year. A record was set -in the number of
cigars made in Tampa in 1929, the total being 504,753,265.
Some one has supposed the average length of these cigars
to be five inches. Calculating upon that basis they would,
if laid end to end, reach around the world and more than half
way round again. They are literally sold around the world.
Who has not seen the sign "Hav.a.Tampa?"

But let's get back of this to the people who live by making
cigars, Cubans or Italians almost without exception. Tobacco
is tobacco whether manufactured as cigars, cigarettes, snuff,
or plug. One can take it or let it alone speaking from the
standpoint of personal liberty, but as Christians we cannot
disregard the human element involved so long as the- Great

16 ( 448J

Commission remains the basis for missionary endeavor. Look
at the Latin colony in Ybor City, if you will, through the eyes
of Mrs. M. A. Wolff, a tourist in Tampa more than thirty
years ago. She saw foreign fathers and mothers working all
day while children roamed the streets with no schools, play.
grounds, churches, or people who seemed to care. Tampa
was a town of less than 16,000 p~ople at that time, and doubt.
less, compared fayorably with other southern towns. But Mrs.

. Wolff saw future citizens in the foreign children and through
her influence a day school was established for them. Spiritual
culture was undertaken also through a Sunday school; visiting
and closer contact with fathers and mothers came naturally.
After two years the Woman's Board of Home' Missions as
sumed control and continued the school until 1917.

On the date just mentioned, conditions having changed; a
reorganization was deemed necessary so the day school was
discontinued and Settlement features were introduced. The
founder was honored in the name, Wolff Settlement. As a
Settlement, among the activities undertaken were: sewing
school, cooking classes, English classes, day nursery, play
ground, story hour, kindergarten, Boy Scouts, Girl Reserves,
relief for the poor, mothers' clubs, and a clinic. These served
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large groups and proved the wisdom of the change from
school to settlement-Wolff .Settlement as a pioneer had a
large place in paving the way toward a richer and fullet life
for foreigners in a progressive city.

Parallel wirh a rapid growth in numbers in Tampa carne
also a rapid development of social a,nd philanthropic agencies.
Wolff Settlement reorganized co meet an existing need but
since then the city has awakened and assumed much of its
share of the responsibility. For instance, the city now has a
down.co-date health department, supervised playgrounds, a
vocational school contiguous to Wolff Settlement community,
and adequate public school facilities. In addition to this the
foreign people have organized clubs among themselves, pro.
vided good club houses, and arranged for certain types of
relief. All this has back of it larger resources than the Settle.
ment ever had. So, in the opinion of the writer,. in order co
meet present conditions, Wolff Settlement must once again
steer it bark in a little different course.

FORTUNATELY, the old house is like the One.Horse.
Shay, ready to fall co pieces. Whether we would or not,

something must be done. It seems an interesting coincidence
that the need for a program of a different type should be evi
dent just as a new building enterprise is imperative. No
community survey has been made thus far, so facts are not
available upon which conclusions may be based. Those clos.
est co the Cuban people, however, feel that more emphasis,
in the future, should be placed upon church activities.

Wolff Settlement has served as a feeder for San Marcos
church these years and the cwo institutions situated upon the
same city block have maintained helpful and harmonious
relations. But the Settlement program, as in other places, has
been planned to function for the community as a whole in so
far as possible. One aim has been to touch a large group,
to do an extensive piece of work. It has been done and well
done by a staff working always under difficulties. Out of this
effoce, largely, has grown a church, a Sunday school, a mission.
aty society, a senior league, and an Epworth junior society.
These people are looking to the Methodist Church for training
and guidance. Their religious background is very different
from that of Protestantism. The home furnishes little help

and is often a real hindrance to the development of Christian
character in the children. What shall be done under such
circumstances? Continue trying co function as'a Community
Center bringing in large groups and duplicating work done
by other organizations?

The Church has pioneered and has been the inspiration for
all kinds of humanitatian efforts. Time was when the Church
needed to furnish relief, take cate of the aged, the orphan and
a number of other things listed as charity. Christians are still
charitable and support, latgely, all character.building and
relief-giving organizations such as the Y. M. C. A. and Family
Service. These could not exist but fat some such organization
as the Church. The complexity of modern life has called into
being many forms of service complementary co that enjoined

. in the Discipline, thus-"Doing good to the bodies of men:'
The Wesley House, or Settlement as it is called in some

places, began thirty years ago to pioneer along the lines of
social service in the South. The workers from the beginning
have made whatever contribution they could in time and
money co the community church when one was accessible.
But the fact remains these workers have been busy about
many things,. both necessary and good, to be sure, so most of
their church work has been done on Sunday. This Deaconess
suggests that wherever possible many things, "both necessary
and good," be left to other otganizations now prepared to do
them. Further, that we, thus freed from "serving tables," as
it were, give ourselves more and mote to the religious educa
tion program of the Church and evangelism.

For these reasons, and others not mentioned because of
lack of space, the situation at Wolff Settlement makes a strong
appeal to me. The great outstanding need there now is fat a
spiritual awakening, an in.gathering, a harvesting from the
seed-sowing of more than thirty years. This is true in Ybor
City and also in West Tampa but the latter has a building
adequate for the present in which Rosa Valdez Settlement is
housed. The Week of Prayer offering has been dedicated co
Wolff Settlement for building purposes. Speaking from the
standpoint of one having first hand knowledge, I would say,
build a house suitable for the program proposed; build it on
consecrated ground; make it a memorial, a hallowed place,
sacred as the Church, and auxiliary to it.
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Basketball Team at Wolff Settlement, Tampa, Florida
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Unemployment and
Its Problems

By 0, C. AULT

George Peabody College for creachers,
Nashville, crennessee
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T HE income of many American laborers is not only insuf
ficient to maintain a desirable standard of living, but it
is also quite irregular and insecure. This fact makes the

solution of the soci,al problems arising from inadequate income
more diffirult and increases the economic ,and social misery
and distress among our population. The causes that ·give rise
to this irregularity and inseruiity of income are both voluntary
and involuntary. If voluntary it is largely a case of the indi
vidual being unwilling to work when work is available.

Even what is classed as voluntary unemployment, however,
is often traceable to some disease as a casual deterrent to wOtk.
The epithet "lazy" cannot properly be applied to those who
are afflicted with certain ailments, such as hookworm, and
who thereby show an unwillingness to work. Likewise, there
are often economic and social conditions that tend to develop
habits of irregularity in the economic life of man. "A thing,
grows on what it feeds."

Thus irregularity of employment tends to develop a nervous
"set up" in the individual worker which produces conditions
of still greater economic instability in his life. It is unfor
tunate, indeed, for one who is entering industrial life as a
worker to be irregularly employed. There is grave danger
that bad habits of irregularity and irresponsibility will be estab
lished in the early life of the worker that will be difficult for
him to overcome.

There is then, probably much less of voluntary unemploy
ment than at first supposed. Much unemployment that is
classed under this head is traceable either to disease or to
social and economic conditions for which the individual cannot
be held wholly responsible.

Involuntary, l1"regulat· Income, or Unemployment
The causes of involuntary unemployment might be classed

under two heads. First, that due to the inefficient organization
of industry and, second, that arising from the incapacity of
the worker to perform his labor due to sickness, accident, old
age or other physical or mental infirmities, Both of these
causes of unemployment challenge our present day social and
industrial civilization; for both evils can be greatly lessened
if not completely eliminated.

In the following paragraphs are discussed the causes of
involuntary unemployment, while suggestions for its allevia
tion will be offered in a later issue of this magazine.

Unemployment is one of our grave social and economic
evils. It is estimated that at all times at least 1,000,000 people
are unemployed in the United States due to the mal-adjustment
of our business and industrial organizations. During an arute
industrial depression, such as we had in 1921, the number of
wage earners unemployed, as estimated by ·the President's

18 ( 450)

conference on unemployment, was between 3,500,000 and
5,000,000.

According to an estimate of the United States Depattment
of Labor at least 2.3 per cent of our population are incapacitat
ed for productive purposes due to accident, sickness and' dis
ease. This adds 2,750,000 more people to the total of oUI
unemployed. Thus it is safe to say that at all times there ate
at least 3,7'50,000 people in the United States who are unem
ployed and in times of arute industrial depression the number
is probably between six and eight million.

Unemployment entails not only a great economic loss but
weakens the character of the worker and those dependent upon'
him. Concerning this Don D. Lescohier in his book, The
Labor Market, says, "Unsteady employment attacks the work
er's efficiency in so many ways that probably no one could
enumerate them ,all. It undermines his physique, deadens
his mind, weakens his ambition, destroys his capacity' for
continuous, sustained endeavor, induces a liking for idle
ness and self-indulgence, saps self-respect and the sense of
responsibility, impairs technical skill, weakens nerve and will
power, ' creates a tendency to blame others for his failures,
saps his courage, prevents thrift and hope of family advance.
ment, destroys a workman's feeling that he is taking care of
his family, sends him to work worried and underfed, plunges
him in debt."

Unemployment Due to Industrial Conditions
Conditions in industry that cause unemployment are due

largely co personal demands for labor, changes in the produc.
tive process, and inefficient management and organization of
industry. In each case it is possible for industry to adjust
itself in such a way as to material'Ty decrease involuntary
unemployment.

Seasonal Unen:ployment
Climate is the greatest factor in seasonal unemployment, In

agrirulture the seasonal demand for labor, due to climate, is
very pronounced. In the production of cotton, labor, in addi
tion to that of the farmer or tenant, is needed in the spring
to chop the cotton, and in the fall to pick it. Likewise, the
harvesting of wheat requires many laborers temporarily en·
gaged. In fact agrirulture offers only irregular employment
to a great many of those who, at all times, are supposed to
be engaged in it. So true is this of agriculture that the farmer
who organizes his' work in such a way as to keep himself
regu~arly employed throughout the year has solved one of the
'major problems that scood in the way of his success.

( Industry, coo, has its seasonal periods of employment. This
is largely due to two causes. First, comes the seasonal demands
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Willie Sarmiento, president of the
Senior Epworth League of the
West Tampa Church, also is editor
of the Boys' Club paper known as

THE TARGET

Some Who Have Been Helped by Our Cuban Work Here and There

Teresa Cervera, class 1926, Colegio
Eliza Bowman, Cuba. Later graduate
of our Normal school, Havana. Now a
teacher in that city. The principal
finds her a most satisfactory teacher.

Horacio Meruelo, class
of 1919, graduate also
of Havana University.
Now Circuit Judge,
Cruces, Cuba. Eliza
Bowman has every
reason to be proud of
his noble character and

achievements

Jose Sanchez, presi.
dent student body Co.
legio Eliza Bowman,
1929·30. Now in the
States with one of the
teachers. ''He is one
of the noblest and best
among us," says Miss

Moling
OCTOBER, 1930

Anita Rizo, class of 1926, one of the
scholarship girls Colegio Eliza Bow.
man. Graduated last year from the
Normal school and now a teacher in
Colegio Buenavista. She has won
prizes both in sports and scholarship

Antonio Rizo, class
1922, at Colegio Eliza
Bowman; also student
at Candler College.
Later he took a com·
mercial course in the
States. Now a teacher
in the commercial de·
partment Candler Col·

lege

Frances Didio, a little
Italian girl who had a
perfect attendance rec·
ord at Daily Vacation
Bible School. She
loves to come to the
Rosa Valdez Settlement

Tampa, Florida
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for its goods, and second, stands the fact that industry must
take much of the products of the field and forest when they
are produced. Canning must be done in the lare summer and
fall, and the meat packing industry has its greatest activity
in the fall and winter. Logging is done in the winter and
the logs brought to the mills later. Fortunately the harvesting
of wheat and lumbering complement each other as to seasonal
occupation. Many of the laborers engaged in the harvest fields
of the United States and Canada find employment in the lum
ber camps in the late fall.

Employment' in the steel, automobile, building and allied
trades, and equipment industries decrea?es in the fall bur
picks up in mining of coal. The clothing industry has its
seasonal demands for goods with increased employment at
these times. On the whole, however, decreased employment
begins in the fall and continues through the early part of
winter. With the coming of spring there is increased activity
in industry and a corresponding increase in demand for labor.

One of the important industries that is notorious in its
seasonal demand for labor is the mining of coal. The Report
of the United States Bituminous Coal Commission shows that
the average miner was unemployed ninety.three days each year
out of a possible 308 days. The Report covered a period of
thirty years-from 1890 to 1920. The number of days of
forced idleness in the bituminous coal mines for the year
1918 was 63; for 1919 it was 115. The Report also shows
that about the same conditions of unemployment prevailed
in the mining of anthracite coal for the thirty years following
1881 as prevailed in the mining of bituminous coal. Since
1912, however, the mining of anthracite coal has been stab.
ilized to some extent so that "the maximum average days per
year to be expected will be about 242, leaving the worker to
face unemployment for 20 per cent of the working year."

Unemployment Due to Changes in Indmtfial
Organization and Processes .

Due to the advancement of science and the progress made
in invention, great changes are constantly taking place in the
processes and methods of production. In a similar way scien
tific management has brought about changes in the organiza.
tion of the working personnel. These changes have brought
abour a decrease in the total number of laborers employed
in the particular fields in which the increased efficiency of
production has been brought about.

Thus in the four major industries of mining, agriculture,
manufactures, and railway transportation, there was a decrease
of seven per cent in the total number of persons employed
between the years 1919 and 1925. This decrease in the num·
ber of workers engaged in industrial production continued
through the years 1926 and 1927. It is evident that many
of the workers engaged in these industrial pursuits were com·
pelled to find employment elsewhere when improved machin.
ery was installed or more efficient organization of personnel
was introduced. Thus until other employment could be found
unemployment resulted from the improved processes of pro.
duction. It is unfortunate that in the United States there is
no established policy with regard to workers discharged due
to the introduction of improved ma~hinery. Certainly the few
workers affected should not be cOqlpelled to pay the whole
price incident to industrial progress.

Unemployment Due to Inefficient Management
and Organization of ~ndustfY . . /

Business is not orgaOlzed from the pomt of VIew of the
worker, but from that of the employer. Business is profit
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. seeking. If labor is weak it is often compelled to pay the price
of inefficient management through low wages or irregular
employment. Efficient management eliminates much of this by
dovetailing seasonal industries, adjusting plant activities, and
affecting demand by offering favorable discounts to those who
purchase stocks of goods our of season. .

Some manufacturers have done much to regularize employ.
ment throughout the year. Among these might be mentioned:
the Proctor and Gamble Company, manufacturers of ivory
soap, the Dennison Manufacturing Company, makers of holi.
day cards, and various lines of goods sold by stationers; and
the Hills Brothers Company, packers of Dromedary dates.

The Proctor and Gamble Company learned that soap was
used regularly throughout the year, though the demand for
it was quite irregular. An investigation showed that the irreg.
ular demand was due to the methods of marketing. By chang.
ing the methods of marketing, the Proctor and Gamble Com.
pany astonished the business world when it announced in 1923
that the Company would guarantee forty.eight weeks of em.
ployment each year to its regular employees. The Dennison
Manufacturing Company was able to regularize employment
ro a great extent by granting larger discounts to those who
made pre-seasonal purchases, and by maintaining a strong
sales force during periods of slack demand, or depression. The
Hills Brothers Company learned that dates could be stored,
packed, and restored successfully.

Thus seasonal unemployment could be eliminated. Many
manufacturers are trying to regularize employment and much
good has been accomplished, but the unemployment problem
will not be solved in this manner.

Unemployment Due to Personal Factors
Much unemployment is due to certain traits of character

that make a worker an undesirable employee. Certain physical,
mental and' moral defects may make it difficult, if not impos.
sible, for the worker to hold his job, or at least make him
so undesirable as an employee' that his employer welcomes
the first opportunity to discharge him. Then, there is much
unemployment, due to old age, which can properly be classed
as physical inability. Modern industry is carried on at high
speed and requires strong and alert workmen. Some laborers
do not possess the physical strength, others the mental alert.
ness necessary to hold a job once it has been secured. There:
are many people, too, who are morally deficient, such as the
confirmed loafer, or drinker, and the "ne'er do well," 'Who are
only employed irregularly. Then, too, as has been previously
pointed out, 2.3 per cent of our population are at all times
incapacitated for work due to illness. It is probably t~e that
a considerable part of sickness and disease is traceable to per.

.sonal factors or traits of character.

. The Incidence of Unemployment .
Who pays the price of unemployment? Evidently the phy.

sical pain and misery incident to unemployment is borne
almost wholly by the unemployed and those dependent upon
them. The economic costs are borne by the individual and
society. The individual bears them to the extent that he uses
his stored up capital while unemployed, or credit, which he
secures by borrowing from friends, or by asking the local
merchant to advance him goods. Society pays the cost through
charity and public alms, through unpaid debts, and reduced
production. .

It is unfortunate that in so far as the individual bears the
costs it falls upon those least able to bear it. The inefficient

(Continued on page 36)
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EUZA'BOWMAN
SCHOOL

CIENFUEGOS, CUBA
FOR WHICH WEEK

OF PRAYER OFFERING
IS TO BE MADE

'THE property covers'two city bJ~c~s and occupies'a hill unlo itself whiC.h overloo~s the city.
commanding a view of Cienfuegos' Bay on Ihe front and sides, while on t/le bac~ the 'Trini
dad mountains can be~een in the distance. (Above) 'The front porch extends one hundred and

fifty feet in full length an 1 is supported by ten large columns. Here the pupils form their lines
and march into the various c1lUs rooms. 'This space serves also for other purposes; for example.
tIle sewing department occupies a' part of it during the morning hours. At the hours when all
class rooms are occupied some of the teachers have 10 resort to this place with their c1lUses.
(Oval) A group of students of "EliUl Bowman" just, off the bus ready for wor~. 'They are
entering by the driveway that is just one yea, old. 'This WlU the seven-hundred-dollar project
underta~en by the facuky and student body last May. Beforc the drivcway WlU completed the

children and teachcrs had to wal~ Ihrough mud and distancc fTom thc .street to Ihe school
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ELIZA BOWMANSCHOOL.
(Upper) A .campus scene
at Eli:.a Bowman School

showing the front of the build
ing on the north side of Cas
tillo Strut. 'The palms loom
so high that they identify the
"school hill" from almost any
distance. etlen to the' tlessels
coming up the bay from the
Caribbean Sea. (Left) A group
of "Institute" pUPils at Colegio
Eliza Bowman. 'The "Institute"
course leads to the bachelor's de
gru in Cuba. Setleral of these
young people h,1tIe become faith,
ful and enthusiastic members of
the Methodist church since en'
tering our school. Most of these
had an actitle part last year and
the year before in raising the
funds for the Soence laboratory,
the museum of natural history
a!ld the driveway. One would
judge by t1 e happy purposeful
faces that they would be equal

to such emergenoes
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'Ten~is champion. ·Prob-·
ably one day she will be
the Helen Wills of Cuba.
Doesn't she 1001{ the part?
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Exercise at Eliza Bowman. Physical eXt:rcises al::e required of both
boys and girls. 'The big tru in the bacl{ground. is analgarrobo, a

companion to the fauorite on the south side of the campus

\

Mort: s'trenuous than the ex·
ercises tal{en by the little
foll{s aboue, but these sum
equal to the demands. At
least the. two tots on the front
row arc doing thcir best.
'There is plenty of space for
games and "gym" .on this

beautiful athletic Jield

'Tennis is one of the popular sports at Eliza Bow
man. Interest rt:aches a high point among b.oth
bojs and ~irls during the spring tournaments

Volley ball at Colegio Eliza Bowman. 'This hard
surface' court was made by rt:mouing the "bricl{s
from the foundation of the old city reservoir
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'This bright. sturdy Cuban
youngst~r has' th~ proud
ucord of winning this
loving cup for two suc,
c~ssiv~ s~asons. 1926.27

and 1927-28

Manual training. water colors. 'This teach~r. as
well as' oth~rs of th~ "Eliza Bowman" teaching

force. was train~d in our school

"Busy wor~" at Eliza Bow
man. 'Th~s~ littl~ drtists ar~

from th~ first thu~ grad~s

of th~ English d~partm~nt.

Painting. cutting. pasting ~~~p

brains and fing~rs occupi~d.

"Happy wor~" instead of
"busy wor~." w~ might call it

A class in "Industrial Arts." 'Th~ boys and th~ir 'teach~r
g~t as much joy from this wor~ and this littl~ "wor~ shop"

as if th~y had Ii larg~ room well ~quipp~d
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Methodist church in Cienfuegos. Cuba. 'This church conducts two suc.
cessful miisions with wee!{ly services and Sunday schools in addition to
the good done within the bounds of its own lovable and act~ve congregation

A Cuban landscape. Sb. la~e,
mountain and stately palms
each ma~es its contribution to.

the beauty of the 'scene

N:urscs. Civil Hospital. Cienfuegos. Senorita Celia
Rizo (front center). head nurse and superintendent,
is a faithful member of the Methodist church.

Science room. Colegio Eliza Bowman. 'The equip·
ment represents the combined efforts. with energy.
and sacrifice. of the faculty and students for tl/,lO
years-a struggle necessary to. establish full· rela'

•tions with the government high school system

A reading lesson in the "open air"
at Eliza Bowman school. N:o dull.
drab, ir1{some houri for these little

ones
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'This s~~ous group of youngst~rs from th~ primary d~partm~nt halJ~
had th~lr I~sson bro1{~n into in ord~r to halJ~ their picture ta1{en.

'Th~ydo not sum. particularly thrill~d olJ~r th~ interruption

" ".

-......;.::..

View of the drilJeway, ,completed. built
,as a project by boys of. the hi~h school

department. Eliza Bowman School

'Th~s~ two handsom~ boys
are pupils in th~ English d~·
partment of Eliza Bowman

A tlolI~y ball group o'n the court that was ona the
foundation floor of the city r~serlJoir. Athl~tics is

not n~glected in our Cuban schools

'T~achers at TCC~Ss tim~. Und~r the tutdage of this
congenial. happy group, our Cuban young people

. are being led along the, paths of 1{nowl~dge
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As the sun rises oveT the Wa!eTS of _Cuba
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A Cuban cane field at haTvest time
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Two Pictures
II;

"
; , ..'

By MARGUERITE HARMON BRa
~ I

* * * *

Dr. Macklin siezes him by the hand and they go to the pool.
Shi is baptized. Two strong men with tears on their faces
and visions before their eyes.

T ~E place is Nanking, China. It is spring, 1927. Dr.
Macklin stands in the door of his home. The courtyard

is full of soldiers, yelling in the crisp dialect of Honan, "Kill
the foreigners. Out with the foreign devils," He looks at
his garden-it is trampled under foor. His herd?-it is shot
before his eyes. His roses, the joy of Nanking, they are torn
out by the roots.

Across the compound wall, his hospital is being looted of
equipment. Its broken windows are blinking in the noon-day
sun. His books are scarrered about the yard.

Suddenly the soldiers spy the long rows of gray bee hives.
"Treasure!" they yell. The doeror warns them away but they
rush upon the beehives with the butts of their guns. In thirry
seconds the courtyard is empty.

Dr. Macklin laughs aloud-without bitterness-and turns
into the house to his sick wife. The tragedies of life one
hides within his hearr; but the comedies he is bound to share.
It will be well to have something to laugh about as they pack
a bag of clothing and food and seek to escape to the American .
boat in the harbor.
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BETWEEN the two pictures is a cyclorama; forry-three
years of service. A Christian home in a land of need;

eight children, rwo of them buried in Chinese graves. For
forry.three years his gardens were experimental stations where
he improved the quality of grains and vegetables for Chinese
use. For forry.three years he impoceed and innoculated cows
in the hopes of an eventually adequate milk supply for Chinese
babies. For focey-three years in the hospital he treated an
average of twenty thousand patients a year.

He has preached all through his province and beyond. He
has trained evangelists, like Shi, whose words- have stirred
hundreds to a new way of living. He has translated the epics
of other cultures into classical Chinese. Every tea-house in the
city knows him and his practical homely sermons.

Twice the city gates have been held by his hand alone and
four hundred thousand people saved from loot and fire and
murder. His picture has been carried rhrough the streets as
a god. Officials have done him honor; the highest medals of
the land have been laid-humbly-at his feet. When he
enters a village ir is common to hear ringing down the street
from beggar to merchant, "Jesus Christ is here:" And now
his work is wiped out by war.

Two pictures. The first, a sin-torn individual and a mis.
sionary with a life of service before him. The second, a war·
torn country and a missionary with a life of service behind
him. But both pictures are framed in the same promises. "All
things are possible ... My joy I leave with you ... Be not
weary in well doing . . . A kingdom not made with hands
whose builder and maker is God,"

T HE place is Nanking, China. It is spring, 1888, shadow
time in the afternoon. Dr. Macklin comes wearily across
the courtyard of Lai-dz An, a deserred Buddhist temple

which has become his home. He pulls a chair into the door
way and sits down. So long he remains quiet that the rats
run back and forth in the room behind him. No breeze stirs
the heavy heat of May. The bamboos and the willows are
motionless by the pool.

Suddenly he stands ereer looking down the road. He
brushes his hand across his eyes in a charactetistic gestute.
The tall man nearing the courryatd gate-he looks like Shi
Gwei-piao. But no! it cannot be. Shi has said he will never
return alive and Shi is a man whose words ate "ten parts
reliable," Dr. Macklin sits down again, discouragement in
every line. At least Shi has said he will never teturn unless
he has broken the opium habit whose slave he is. And no man
bteaks the opium habit.

The doctor recalls' the day when he met the famous story
teller in an up-country village. He recalls how the story-teller
captivated his street-corner audience with part of the bio
graphy of Jesus as he had learned it from a torn copy of the
Gospel of Mark found in a rice field. He recalls Shi's amaze.
ment when the foreign doctor told him the rest of the story
and vouched for its truth; the long night in the inn; the
questions and answers; and Shi's immediate decision to become
a follower of this Savior.

But the memory is not happy. Dr. Macklin turns into the
dark room and paces quickly up and down the mud floor.
The rats scurry into hiding. It is not a happy picture, this
memory of Shi, because he had refused to let him become a
Christian. He had refused to baptize an opium addict. He
had refused to allow the first converr in this part of the Yang
tze valley be a man who was himself sin-bound.

After that day, six times had Shi arrempted to break the
opium habit. Although a man of great physical energy and
greater will power, six times he had failed. Where is there
strength as the strength of the poppy? Dr. Macklin recalls
the words he said to Shi when he sent him away for the last
time. "You can't break the opium habit in your own strength,
but in the strength of God all things are possible,"

The words have haunted the young doeror ever since he
said them. His life is dedicated to China because he believed
them. But in three years thete has been no converr.

Dr. Macklin stops short. There is Shi in the doorway.
Shi, stooped and weak and glorified. Quick explanations
follow.

For three weeks Shi has lain in the mud beneath an old
bridge fighting the devils of opium. Maddened with craving
for it, frenzied with desire, he held on to the hand of God
until the longing left him and he was able to crawl back
to the road to share a beggar's rice.

Now he stands in the door, triumphant. Wonder of mira.
cles never before known in the span of his memory, God is
mightier than opium.
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The Romanowski Church Wilno, built in honor
of the 300th anniversary of the coming to the

throne of the Romanoffs in' Russia

O NE of the first words that ; newcomer to a Russian
community learns in the '."ord pridznik, which
means holiday, feast, festival. Pridzniks are notable

because of their frequency. They occur so often that even the
orthodox are liable to forget them. But be sure that do not
forget the big pridzniks and since they are all religious holi
days there is always the church calendar to remind the forgetful.

Among the orthodox (that is, those still faithful to the
Greek Catholic church) pridzniks are still observed according
to the Julian calendar or "old style" as it is called. This
throws their Christmas and New Year thirteen days later than
the rest of Christendom. Christmas falls on Januaty seventh
and New Year's day on Januaty fourteenth. The days of that
week are know as the first day of the pridznik, the second
day of the pridznik and so on, Christmas day of course being
the first day.

The ikons (images or starnes) are decorated with a· new
wreath of paper flowers and on Christmas eve the lamp hang
ing in front of them is lighted. The custom still persists to
eat supper that evening with the table cloth spread over straw
in commemoration of the birth of Christ in the manger. Fast
is kept until the first star appears; then the family gathers
about the board for the evening meal.

New Year's eve is a time for practical jokes and playing
pranks. There is no fun for rhe young people equal ro taking
gates off the hinges and carrying them away. The spooks
that rove on Hallowe'en in rural America are abroad on New
Year's eve in Slavland.

The New Year's day is scarcely passed before the holiday
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'The following interesting article, the
author says applies only to the old Rus'
sian part of Poland and perhaps not to
the whole of that section even. It is
accurate, however, with reference to the
Greel{ Orthodox people who live there.
Some of the material is based on Miss
Browne's experience among the Russians
in Harbin.

for commemorating the baptism of Christ by John is celebrated.
This is called Krestshenia and comes on January nineteenth
according to our calendar and that day is often the coldest of
the winter. It is a big pridznik. The priests go in procession
to the river and great crowds gather to witness the ceremony
of blessing the water. A hole is cut in the ice that is big
enough for a man to get through. After the consecration of
the water there are always some brave souls who defy the
ten, twenty, or thirty degrees below zero and take a plunge,
as this bath in the holy water is thought to give health and
vigor. Others take bottles of holy water home with them for
future ·use in case of sickness.

Seven. weeks after Easter comes the festival of spting or
Marcelnitsa, which lases a whole week, just preceding the pre
Easter fast. Many of the customs connected with it are sur
vivals of pagan times as the church took it over from the
pagan Slavs.

But the greatest of all pridzniks is Pastha or Easter. The
long winter has really broken and· the new life of spring is
just beginning to burst forth. It is a time of worship, of
rejoicing, of feasting and merry-making. Of all the seasons
it holds unchalleneged the first place in the heart of Orthodox
Christians. During Holy Week the churches are crowded;
believers who may be lax at other times go to confession then
and renew their loyalty to the faith of their fathers.

Holy Thursday evening is the occasion of the reading of
the Twelve Evangelists, that is, the twelve places in the gospels
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Worshippers before the image of the Virgin
Mary above the "Ostra Brama" (narrow gate) in

Wilno, Poland

ficance by comparison. Radovl1itsa is exactly one week later.
Then the housewives prepare food and it is taken to the
cemeteries. Before each grave they leave something for the
souls of the depatted. The idea of the feast of the ancestors
of Dziady is somewhat akin to this though it is not a church'
holiday. Dziady is celebrated only in the evening, the family
and friends gather for prayer. Afterward a supper is served
and at the table one empty place is left. The spirit of some
lost loved one is thought to come and occupy this place.

After Easter, Ascension day, Pentecost, Saint Peter's day,
and Saint Paul's day are important church holidays. John the
Baptist's day is also a church holiday but it is a time of great
merry-making as well. It is a kind of water festival. The
young people go boating on the river in colorfully decorated
boats. In the evening bright paper lanterns light the river bank
from which the boats pur off. In old Russia this was a popular
holiday along the Volga.

A good feature of most Pl'idzl1iks is that they are quire
adaptable and while celebrated in one way in one community
they may be entirely different in another. Christmas, New
Year and Easter do not vary much.

And so from year end to year out they follow in rapid
succession. They are bright spots in the rather drab existence
of working people and the joy of the school child's heart.. A
six.day week program makes a pridznik a boon in the schools.
Sometimes they cause considerable inconvenience for those
who forget to do their marketing or some other matter of
business for there is a lock.out in everything but church going
and merry-making, yet life would be dull indeed wittJout them.
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rhar rell of rhe passion and dearh of rhe Masrer. This service
lases well on ro and past midnight. The people light their
candles from lamps before the ikons in the chutch and carry
rhe holy fire home to light the lamp before the ikon there.
Ir is .difficult to get the candle home without its being blown
out even if there is linle wind lhat night. Yet the holy fire
is said to bring good fortune to the home and in the city it is
usual to see the streets doned with the tiny lighls of wor.
shippers on their homeward way.

Good Friday too is a high day. Thete are special services at
rhe church all day long.

Saturday is a day of mourning and fasting which culminates
in the grand triumph of the midnight resur.rection service.
Before the alrar thete is a gtave in which lies an ikon of the
crucified Christ. People, pass in silent procession and kiss the
ikon. There is a long service of prayer and chants and on the
moke of midnight the choir breaks into the resurrection song.
There is something awe inspiring about it all; that is, for one
who goes to the church in the spirit of worship. After the
grave has been broken the image of the Christ is borne away
and the procession marches from the chur-ch, three times
around it and back again. Thus the service ends.

And oh! the crowds, the jostling mass of people that come
to the church on Easter night. Many of them have with them
linle baskets of food for the morrow's feasting which they
have brought for the priest's blessing, Tlwy jostle one another
in friendly fashion each wanting to get as near the front as
possible to see the grave and the ikon lying there. Sometimes
there seems to be such confusion among them that it is easy
for a sensitive soul to get a shock but thetre is no doubt that
in the hean of many of these humble worshippers lingers a
benediction. There is something powerful about a Rlolssian
Easter mass. It makes this prayer rise to the lips: "Lord,
teach us to worship."

With the passing of Saturday passes all the solemn part of
Easter, Sunday is a day of rejoicing and feasting. On that
day everybody keeps open-house to all comers. Friends, neigh
bors, kith and kin are all received with hospitality. The special
delicacies for the holiday feast are pascha and kllhch. The
first is a kind of very rich cream cheese which is sweetened
and flavored with lemon. Sometimes raisins are added to it,
It is set in a kind of pyramidal form and often the Easter
symbol XB is imprinted in it. (The XB is seen everywhere
at Easter Time; they ate the first letters of the Russian words
which mean "Christ is risen,") Ktllich is plain cake not so
sweet as our cakes and is not iced or decorated. It is baked
in tall round loaves, sometimes as much as eighteen inches
high b~t not more than eight inches in diameter. The baking
of one must be a master accomplishment!

While pascha and klllich are the special Easter delicacies,
there are ham, fowl, cheese, sausages, conserved fruit and other
holiday eatables according to the prosperity of the household.
Especially dn Easter Sunday it is customary to keep open-house.
The samovar is set to boil and whoever comes is expected,
yea urged, to pattake of the Easter feast. The hostess is really
offended if the guest does not try her pascha and ktllich.
People go from house to house and it is possible to be served
tea from morning until evening. One man told of eating
pascha and klllich in twelve different homes. Another ad
mined that he went home not feeling so well after the fifth
visit. He had not learned gracefully to resist the hostess' urg
ing and refuse the profferred dainties.

After Easter !=ome other holidays but they fade to insigni-
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The Family as a School
of Christian Ideals

By MRS. ]. E. McCULLOCH
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I N READING the daily papers; or the current magazines,
or even the best selling books one cannot fail to be im.
ptessed by the fact that the modern family is one of the

most perplexing, if not the most vital, of the problems before
the public mind today.. The discussion of several aspects of
this problem was fostered by our missionary society last year
and the women of our church who are daily brought face to
face with family needs and difficulties have, no doubt, come
to feel that upon the solution of this one problem depends
the success of all our missionary activities. Let me emphasize
in plainer language that the progress of the Church and of
civilization depends upon the wise solution of the various
problems arising from the family.

The family as we now know it is the product of centuries
of travail and effort. It is one of the five basic institutions
in our modern social organization. It has come to us as part
of our social inheritance and is emerging from a state of fixed '
order to flexible adjustment, from a static to a dynamic condi.
tion. The first unit was simply the uncouth mother trying to
protect, to shelter, and to feed her offspring. The father had
no place in that first family group. In fact, the mother very
often had to protect her young from the father's desire to
destroy it or sacrifice it to some diety. Thus, the mother and
the child formed the first group in the loose social organism,
and the three basic urges of the mother to protect, to shelter
and to feed became the foundation stones of the function of
the modern family.

As time progressed, especially during the middle ages the
headship of the family rested securely in the father; His word
was law, his authority unquestioned. He could capture or
purchase a wife according to his fancy, and could barter for
life and labor of his children without fear of interference.
These very conditions made him acquire a supremacy in mat·
ters of money, religion and statesmanship. As the family and
tribal unit became enlarged, strengthened and unified the pro.
tective function also became the father's duty. ,He had the
task of standing guard over wife and children and repelling
enemy attacks and all physical danger. Thus the father devel.
oped into a warrior and held sway over the political intetests
of family life.

On the other hand, as family life progressed the mother
emphasized the social elements of peaceful ways and the neces·
sary development of primitive industrial arts. From ages
untold it was her recognized duty to provide food and cloth.
ing; to train the children in habits and manner of personal
conduct; to interpret to each new-comer the group morals;
and teach the ways of living together, both within and without
the tribe or state or nation.

Thus in this simple and natural way the statlls qllo of both
parents developed, was exceedingly necessary and useful. And
this social unit-the family-has remained through all the
discord and clash of ages because it has proven itself to be
the one vital and indispensible institution for the care and
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training of each individual for membership in society at large.
The present status of the family is precarious because it has

not kept pace with modern progress. I am not one of those
who believes the truth of the old s:l:ying, "as it was in the
beginning, is now, and ever shall be," when applied to the
family. All surviving institutions of society have gone through
a period of reorganization and reconstruction and have come
out reformed. From, the tiny store of general merchandise on
a street corner has developed the extensive chain stores and
marvelous department stores. From the small bank with little
capital stock and small surplus has evolved the boasted Ameri_
can banking system. And so in the field of business and edu
cation there has been such wonderful change and progress
as to make one gasp with amazement.

But when we look at the status of the family we are shocked
to find it years and miles behind the onward march of prog
ress. Sad to say the Church is very largely responsible for this
condition. The fact that the early Church taught that marriage
was a sacrament and the family an institution of divine ap
pointment has made even the modern Church slow to lead in
progressive teachings and reforms along this line. And sadder
still it is to contemplate the fact that the majority of us are
so hide-bound in our habits of thought that we accept family
life and conditions as they now are and never bother to seri
ously consider the face that the family was not always so and
will not remain as it now is.

Mrs. Spencer, writing on this subject says, "The ideal of the
democracy we are trying' to achieve is higher personality in all
the mass of the people, and the method of democracy is educa
tion so perfected that all the children of each generation may
be developed physically, mentally, morally and vocationally to
their utmost excellence and power." The family is so far the
central nursery and school for this development. So far in
the history of the race no rival institutio~, not even the 'school,
offers an adequate substitute for the family in this beginning
of the educative process.

Among the many reasons one might cite for the reorganiza
tion of the family the following show the urgency and deli
cacy of the task. First, the fact that business and pleasure
alike take the different members of the family on different
ways all the week. This breaking up of the family incident
to the motor age weakens the bonds of love and lessens moral
restraints. Second, the sophistry of youth gained by the stim
ulus of unusual contacts makes young people feel that they
have more insight into real things, and show less respect for
the opinions of their elders. That is not necessarily a bad
indication. There is no chance of putting youth back into
tutelage of age in any personal relation. The wisdom of the
ages, not alone the wisdom of their parents, is available to
youth and is used by youth without the fetters of tradition and
the limitations of provincialism. Third, the modern economic
independence of women causes the strongest revolt from the

(Continued on page 43)
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Mr. and Mrs. de Kliten just after their
wedding ceremony

GUDELIA SAN MIGUEL is the first student to graduate
from Colegio Eliza Bowman with the degree of Bachil.

ler which is recognized by the Provincial Institute of Santa
Clara. She is also winner of the "President Machado" prize
of -$1-00 for the highest grades in application, improvement,
and conduct during her four year course in the school.

After graduating from the illgreso, or preparatory school,
in 1926, she began the hard work of obtaining her Bachiller.
The privilege of granting this degree, which is based upon
work equivalent to the high school course plus approximately
one year's college work in the United States, was recently

(Continued on page 43)
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and the following year she taught in Colegio Eliza Bowman,
taking a business course in Cienfuegos at the same time. She
began work for an electric power and light company imme
diately afterward and taught !light classes in music, steno·
graphy, and English. When the power and light company
moved she was offered an increase in salary if she would
come to Havana. Here her 11ovio, or sweetheart, was em
ployed, but she chose to remain in Cienfuegos in order ro be
with her mother.

In December, 1928, she was married in the Methodist
Church of Cienfuegos ro a cultured Russian of noble rank who,
exiled from his fatherland, had become a success in Havana.
She has become an active member of rhe Methodist Church
in Havana, where one of her pleasant duties is playing accom.
paniments for her husband, the bass soloist of the Church.

At present she is the proud mother of an eight-months.
old baby girl.

Gudelia San Miguel and Dr. Courceyro, her teacher in chemistry
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By

MRS. MARTHA GABEY

T HE sound of a child's clear voice chanring a Methodist
hymn led ro rhe discovery, education, and devotion ro
Chrisrian service of Senora Alicia Masfera y Vidal de

Kliten, now of Havana, Cuba.
As one of the missionaries in Colegio Eliza Bowman at Cien

fuegos happened one day to be passing a dwelling in the city,
she was arresred by the notes of a hymn being sung by a
child. Since the Cuban salas are open to the eyes of the public,
she looked in and saw a seven-year-old girl with golden brown
curls seated at a roy piano, playing her own accompaniment.
Attracted nor only by the sweetness of her voice but also by
the beauty and expression of her face, the missionary entered
into conversation with the child and her mother-a conversa
tion which resulted in the child's enrollment in Colegio
Eliza Bowman.

Her attendance at this school was marked by the gradual
unfolding and development of her talents. She was prominent
in all activities, especially along a musical line, having an
unusually sweet voice and ability as a pianist. In addition to
her study of music she learned to draw and paint well. Her
enthusiasm for music did not hinder her close application ro
study. This was made evident by her high rank in scholarship,
and by the excellent knowledge of English which she obtained.

In 1922 she finished the illgreso, or preparatory school,
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The new plant of Palmore Women's English Institute, Kobe,
Japan, made possible by the 1927 Week of Prayer offering
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The Week of Prayer
Offering Helps

By ANNETTE GIST

Principal of Palmore Woman's English
Institute, Kobe, Japan
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T HE completion of the ney,' buildings for Palmore Worn.
an's English Institute, Kobe, Japan, on the old spot
where our Mission has had work ever since its earliest

days, brings the .realization of a vision long in the minds of
many, This was made possible by the generous offering from
the Women's Missionary Society Week of Prayer in 1927.

The land on which the buildings stand does not belong to
the mission but to an individual who holds it as his ancestral
heritage which must not·be parted with; so he rents it to the
mission on a twenty year lease. The shape of the lot is very
odd indeed; it is a triangle with its base on the street and its
apex at the rear of the lot. In spite of these two drawbacks
it seemed better to build on this lot, easily accessible to the
wotking girls of the city than to go futther away from the
business part of town where a more desirable plot of ground
might have been procured at a moderate price.

The school building on the left of the entrance and the
missionary residence which is entered under the arch at the
rear are both entirely new, The building on the right, the
first floor of which is a lovely chapel and the second floor a
Japanese style home for our Japanese tea0ers, is one of the
old buildings remodeled.

These buildings allow for considerable increase in the present
number of students, but there is no opportunity .to increase
the number of buildings. In fact, we have built on every
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square foot of land which the city authorities will permit. Our
architects have done a splendid piece of work; a visiting mem.
ber of the mission said, "It is all so good that I cannot think
of one thing which I would have different,"

The spirit of appreciation felt by all our student body is well
expressed in the somewhat halting English of two members
of our senior class. One said: "I like everything and every
place in our new school very much, but I love the third floor
best where the ceiling seems to be just above our heads. An.
other' reason is that ·on the first day when I went up there
I found a large black table with ten or twelve wicker chairs
around it, which reminded me of the scene I saw in a picture
of Our Lord's Last Supper with His disciples. From that time,
my favotite room in our new building became this room up
on the third floor."

The other writes: "On the date of the opening of our new
school, when I came before its gate my heatt began to dance
with joy as if I were a girl returning home after a long absence
and seeing my mother's face again. What a remarkable build.
ing it is! I don't like a straight concrete building for it seems
cold and disenchanted. But this is splendid!" .

We who teach here ate more and more grateful as the days
go by for the cleanliness, comfort and efficiency provided by
this excellent plant where we may train Christian young worn.
en working in' the busy places of this bustling city.
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Answering tJ1e
Children's Prayers

W HO would not help God answet a child's prayer if
it were within his power? Most surely none of the
mothers and sisters in Israel would refuse. Then let

us remember as we make our self-denial offering next month
that this is exaaly what we are doing.

For a number of years our school, the Eliza Bowmall at Cien
fuegos, has been in dire need of help~ An urgent request
came from the principal asking for the 1929 Week of Prayer
offering. It was of such concern that during the session of
the \Voman's Missionary Council the students met every morn·
ing at 9: 30 to pray that the Council would vote to include
their needs in the Week of Prayer offering. Then the word
came that the vote had been otherwise.

In a letter to the Administrative Secretary, Miss Frances
Moling, the principal, writes: "Our disappointment at not
receiving the Week of Prayer offering knows no bounds. Was
any suggestion made concerning the closing of our school until
such time as it can be properly equipped? To me the situation
seems impossible. I see the workers giving up the fight under
the nervous strain to which they have been put and are sub
jeaed all of the time and I feel that it is wrong, altogether
wrong to continue it under the circumstances. We have gone
on year after year trying to raise the standard of the school
bur I fear it has 'been at too great a sacrifice. We were so
sure we would get the money this year for Dr. Cram and Miss
Davies had both visited us and had seen conditions as they
really were. We knew both would talk for us and we hoped
our good women would see how impossible it is to go on
unless help comes.

"I have not had the courage yet to tell our students that
there is no hope. They spent that week in prayer and their
faith awaited a cable message, telling them that their prayers
were answered. I did not know the result until a few days
ago. The first few days after the Council meeting one of our
boys would keep asking, 'Have they passed a telegram yet?'
The next time he asks his teacher will be compelled to tell
him none will be passed this year."

The tragedy of this incident can only be realized by a visit
to Eliza Bowman. This editor was there a few years ago and
saw for herself the handicaps under which these teachets work.
The building is an old one wholly unsuited to school work.
The partitions separating class rooms reach only two.thirds
of the way to the ceiling and in one class visited the confusion
was so great that the teacher caIled each pupil to her desk
that she might be able to hear responses to questions. The
teachers' beds were folded away in the day time and their
rooms converted into class rooms. Even then groups of chil.
dren did their work on the veranda and in the yard. One
wondered what the arrangement could possibly be in rainy
weather. This poorly equipped building is located on the most
splendid site of any of our latin American schools and there
is a ~ide open door of opporunity in the city of Cienfuegos.

We are glad indeed that even though delayed that the
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prayers of the children have been partially answered. When
the Council in its 1930 session at Amarillo, Texas, voted to
make Eliza Bowman and Wolff Sertlement the Week of Prayer
specials, a telegram was passed at Ollce, in response to which
Miss Moling writes:

"All I could think of when the message came was: 'Praise
God from whom all blessings flow.' We were at the table
when the telegram came; I opened and read it and a great
silence fell upon us for a moment-it was as though we were
stunned. Then we all became hysterical, I think, for when
we came to ourselves I was trying to eat with my knife which
seemed as heavy as lead."

To these workers it was as though the Week of Prayer and
self.denial offering had already been taken and relief was
in sight. The whole matter now lies with the women of the
Missionary Society: lJ7hat shall be in the next telegram that
passes? Will it say that the prayers of these children have
been fully answered and that the joy of these workers so
pathetically anticipated has been realized?

And our Home Mission Special! What of it? It is Wolff
Settlement, kept open every hour of the day for the use of
Cuban people who are making their homes in Florida. This
work is housed in one of the oldest buildings in our whole
home mission work. In this building, a former residence, one
of our first home mission schools was opened. When the city
supplied the schools ir was converted into a sertlement.

The building is old and wholly inadequate. The writer
heard stories about it last spring in the Florida Conference
meeting which conveyed to her the intelligence that it is
already in the class 'of the condemned, The workers live in
leaky rooms and in danger of having the city authorities close
their work. This is a constant dread to them. It is lirtle won.
der that when the news from the Council meeting was passed
to them there was such a jubilee that the neighbors came run
ning in to learn the cause. Here is an added opportunity to
bring helpfulness and joy through a real self-denial.

It might be well to begin saving right now by denying
ourselves some of the things that we even count necessities
that,the total offering may be adequate for the ,erection of
these rwo buildings-both for the use of Cuban people.

We might remind ourselves that the Week of Prayer offer.
ing is the only source of income that the Missionary Society
has for erecting new buildings and many of the old ones built
by our pioneer workers are fast faIling into decay. The other
offerings we make must be used to support the work which
has already been established.

Even with these rwo great needs staring at us through in.
adequate and dilapidated buildings, yet the greatest need is
spiritual. The missionary work is far more dependent upon
spiritual resources than upon money, as important as that may
be, Even though our collections may prove to be creditable,
the Week will have been a failure if the members of the Mis
sionary Society fail to make new and vital contacts with God.
If the Week of Prayer is a success it will take time and prepa.
tation and spiritual energy.
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Why Cuba?
(Continued from pIge 15)

infallible specific-rhe Gospel of Jesus Chrisr in irs puriC}' and
simpliciC}'. They musr have God's Holy Book, His holy day,
a spiritual church, a pure gospel, a perfea Saviour. In spire
of Rome's dead dominarion across rhe ages, spiritual voices
speaking rhis Larin tongue have come to us: Saint Augustine,
Francis of Assisi, Saint Theresa, and many orhers; leaders like
Perer \\laldo, Savonarola, and many orhers whose voices and
work were prematurely crushed Out in rhe Inquisirion. \\7irh
communion wirh God again made a realiC}', can we nor expea

some new saints and spirirual leaders ro spring up from rhis
lirrle narion so full of parriotism, sentiment, and mysricism?

Spain losr nearly eighC}' dlOusand men in her effons to hold
Cuba; some rwenC}' rhousand splendid Americans went to

Cuba's help and polirical independence became a realiC}·. Our
Caprain calls for volunreers and funds to carr)' ra a successful
issue his barrie againsr spirirual foes for Cuba's spirirual free.
dom. This means rhe same self.sacrifice and dying, bur II

dying daily in a longer barrie. Whar will you do about ir?

]

Unemployment and Its Problems
(Continued from page 19)

:.

worker is rhe firsr to be laid off when indusrC}' slackens and
he is rhe lasr to be placed on rhe pay roll when rhere is in.
creased indusrrial prosperiC}'. Through proper social and
indusrrial organization rhe suffering of rhe unemployed

and his dependents as well as rhe money cosrs of rhe econom·
ically inefficient may be modified bur nor wholly eliminared.
The solurion of rhe problem of unemployment in so far as rhe
personal f:lctor is concerned lies largely wirh rhe eugenisrs.

Marie Raffo Barr
The sad news has come to friends of rhe de:lrh of Mrs.

Marie Raffo Barr who went to China under rhe appointment
of rhe Board of Missions \\loman's \\lork, in 1917, serving as
a reacher in rhe laura Haygood School. She was sent ro rhe
field from rhe Florida Conference, her home having been in
Tampa. In 1926 she married Mr. John S. Barr and went to

Shangh:li ro live. One of rhe mission:lrics wrires:

"Her life rhese four brief ye:lrs has been :l very happy one
and we have all been proud of whar her name has meant to
many friends. Her husband had recently resigned from rhe
London :Mission, intending ro have a short furlough ar China
New Year rime and rhen in Oaober to join our mission :lnd
rhe staff ar Soochow University."

Ir is a bC:lutiful tribute paid Mrs. Barr in rhe Norrh China
Neil'S of July 3, 1930:

"The gathering in rhe Allen Memorial Church of dle
friends of Marie Raffo Barr, for a simple service of worship
and commemorarion yesrerday afrernoon ar four o'clock prior
to rhe funeral ceremony in rhe Hungjae Cemerery told a sroC}'
more eloquent rhan any words of rhe 'power of a life
lived: They came, her friends, men and women of all nation.
aliries. And in rhe midsr of rheir grief rhere crept in rhe
triumph rhat accompanies the passing of one whose qualiC}' of
life has been real.

"Her service bdore her marriage in 1926 to John S. Barr
was in connecrion wirh the Laura Haygood School in Soochow,
where she was in charge of the primary school for Chinese
girls, During her term and under her supervision the present
delightful building which houses the classes for the younger
girls was built. Into it, and into her whole work went her
real understanding of child Hfe; her colleagues say rhar her
handling of relationships wirh Chinese children was unerring.
Her sense of beauC}' found its expression in all phases of rhe
school life.
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"Bur ir remained for rhe few short years of her married
life for her to make her largesr contribution to this ciC}' and
to rhis country. She was American, from rhe Sourh. Her
marriage wirh a Brirish subjea, a Scotchman arrached ro Med.
hurst College in rhe service of dle london Mission, f;a\'e rhe
supreme opporruniC}' for a demonsrrarion ra her friends of
every narionaliC}' of what a home :lai\':lred by conscious
desire for intern:lrional understanding mighr be.

"As secrer:lt)' of the American Association of University
\\lomen in Shanghai, she exerted her influence for rhe besr
co.operarive effort wirh women's organiz:ltions of other narion.
alities, showing. keen interesr in the annual international con.
ferences of women. She h:ld close relationships wirh many
Chinese men and women, being especially near, in Iarer ye:lrs,
to those trained in England.

"In her home rhere was beauC}' of intimare relationship
with her husband, of friendly relationship wirh many people
of many kinds, and of gracious hospiraliC}'. Shanghai is poorer
raday for her passing; ir has been richer for rhe four shorr
YC:lrs in which she has made her home here."

Canadian Church Co-operates
Friends of Ewha College, Seoul, Korea, will rejoice in the

entrance of the third cooperating mission board into irs work.
The Unired Church of Canada has made an appropriarion for
1931 for rhe Home Economics Department, assuring rhe con·
rinuance of rhis much needed sen'ice.

The cooperarion of this church changes Ewha College from
an all.Merhodisr (Northern and Southern) college into a
union college, broadenin.i; irs appeal to rhose ourside of Merh.
odisr circles. This help is particularly appreciated now when
rhe college is raising $450,000 for new buildings, Almosr
$200,000 is already in sighr.
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Spiritual Cultivation
Meeting Spiritual Difficulties

By BERTHA CONDE
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EVERYTHING that shines forth in our personal life is
the manifestation of ideas, things, and conditions that
we accept in our mind as faces. Our spiritual difficulties

come from the lack in our own mind rather than any failure
in God. If we could see this truth, life would be transformed
for all of us. When Jesus spoke so often about the need for
belief, He did nor mean a religious creed but the necessity
for receiving into our heart and mind certain true ideas.
These would so possess us that we would live every moment
by the power of them. For example we face poverty, or trou.
ble, and do not conquer these difficulties because we believe
in our mind that God has deserted us, that the world is hard
and hostile and that our powers are depleted. These three
ideas grip us so completely that the results in our experience
are the refleceion of them.

The way to triumph lies In saying to ourselves over and
over, "God knows and is close in protecting strength; this
world is my Father's world and He has stored up in it the
supply for all my need; I can do all things through Him who
strengtheneth me." As we begin to live in this consciousness,
the difficulties vanish. "This is the victory that overcometh
the world-even your faith." In other words we must meet
life at every turn with a serene belief in the love of God and
His purpose for us; and that by vital union with Him we
can live in triumph.

These invisible truths are proved real in our earthly experi
ence. The trouble with most of us is that we sit down in
helplessness waiting for somebody human to come to our
rescue. We fail to see that the power to conquer is in us and
about us; that vital life of God that makes us persons and
the inexhaustible vital life in God's universe, that is equally
available. No one had less earthly advantage than Jesus had.
It was because He knew that God was always with Him and
in Him that nothing could daunt Him. Even death itself He
knew would be conquered. When we hear others rehearse
spiritual difficulties it is usually the description of their own
emptiness. They do not reach to grasp the positive spiritual
truth that our Lord taught us, and told us we too could prove.
"He who believes in Me will do the very deeds I do," said
Jesus. It is all a matter of belief; of taking those ideas and
making them our very own.

One method of meeting difficulty is hard for us to venture
on, but glorious in its results. We see it worked out in the
incident of the feeding of the four thousand by Jesus. That
great crowd in the desert, hungry-no food for three days.
Jesus had compassion on them. He knew that just as God
feeds sparrows so He means to feed men who are of more
value. The disciples, being human, faced the difficulty in
utter helplessness. Where could enough food be obtained in
this wilderness? Then came the test. "How many loaves have
ye?" We can imagine the dismay of the disciples who had
only seven small flat loaves, not enough even for themselves.
Did their Lord mean them to go hungry? How foolish to give
the little away to a crowd of four thousand who could never
be satisfied! Human common sense told them this was unwise.

And yet the Master spoke and they must obey. The miracle
grew as they were in the path of obedience. The experience
of it proved that the thousands could be fed and baskets full
lefr for their own need. They had to venture all for the proof
of what Jesus said. Are we willing to do this? Dare we ven.
ture on an utter giving up of everything unselfishly for the
reality of the spiritual truth?

To overcome spiritual difficulties requires the forming of
new habits of thinking. Help will not come suddenly but by
the patient effort on our part to look at life positively and
not negatively. A lack, a problem, a difficulty, is negative.
The resources in our life, the power of God, the purpose He
has for us, are positive. These give courage and the discovery
of new powers. One of the best ways to gain a new conscious.
ness of spiritual powers is to form the habit each day of
connecting everything beautiful, pure, and good with God's
love. Breathe in the fresh morning air and say, "Father, I
breathe in thy life." Look at the beauty of the flowers, rhe
sky, the earth, and pray, "Let the beauty of Thy heart be within
me today." Greet every hand of friendship and the smile of a
little child with the prayer, "Let Thy love gleam within me
in all fullness today!" The habit of connecting the beauty
and love in God's world with His presence will deepen our
consciousness of spiritual realities until all our difficulties will
vanish.

There is one spiritual difficulty that is not easy to vanquish,
and that is the long drawn out experience of strain beeween
ourselves and others, and delay in the reply to our prayer
and longings. Our Lord knew what this was but went on
quietly saying, "Mine hour is not yet come." God is not
deaf to our prayer but there are elements of growth and change
thar have to be worked out before the happy fulfillment comes.
And all along the way we are gaining new strength by our
utter trust in the love of our Father. Latet on we shall find
that these experiences have made us able to understand and
help the lives of others as we could not if our faith had not
held true in spite of feats.

There is need in our fellowship with others that we share
our spiritual experiences with them. One who has never felt
difficulty can not help others in trouble. The reason we love
to turn to our Christ is because He too was tested in life as
we are and knows what we pass through. If we could form
the habit of quiet talks with our friends about the absolute
faith we have in our Lord, we would find a way to help many
of them to find their refuge. Private prayer together opens
up vistas of strength for us. Temple Gairdner of Cairo, a
great missionary, once prayed, "I am trusting Thee to get me
out of·mts. To free my soul that its whole power may go into
moving foeward; into cloudless communion; into love; inca
effort." This could be a prayer for our fellowship membets.

The true secret of meeting spiritual uncertainty is to fare
forth in utter truSt to prove the reality of the promises of
Jesus Christ. When we make this venture with no reservations
we release the heavenly power within us and go from strength
to strength.
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THY KINGDOM COME i r

"'The Kingdom of Heaven Is Li1{e Unto Leaven, Which a Woman 'Tool{

What Does India Want?

REV. J. Z. HODGE, Secretary of the National Christian
Council of India, Burma and Ceylon, writes as follows
about conditions in India:

"These are troubled days in India, and the political issue
overshadows all others. With the exception of the large
province of Gujerat, it would appear that the great rural
communities of India have not yet been affected to any great
extent. As far as I can judge, the Civil Disobedience Move
ment headed by Mr. Gandhi has demonstrated that there is
a very large volume of opinion, and particularly Hindu opin
ion, that will be satisfied with nothing short of full Dominion
Status within say five years. On the other hand, it is signifi
cant that the Mohammedans as a whole are standing aloof
from the Civil Disobedience Campaign; mainly, I judge, from
the fear that immediate Independence, or full Dominion
Status, would inevitably mean Hindu supremacy. Altogether,
the situation is an extremely baffling one, and it is practically
impossible to arrive at a true appreciation of the rights and
wrongs of the controversy. Personally, I agree with most
Britishers that any united demand put forward by the people
of India will be granted without any hesitation by the British
Government. The difficulty at present is, in view of the welter
of conflicting opinions, to know what the p.eople of India
really want."

Dr. Mott Tells of Open Doors

N EVER were the doors of entry into other lands so wid~

open to Christianity as at present," Dr. John R. Mort
told the evangelism group of the Federal Council of Churches
of Christ in America which met at East Northfield in June.

Having recently returned from a trip around the world,
says the Missionary Review of the World, qr. Mott told of
the spirit of inquiry which was creating conditions ripe for
the message of Christ: Even the Mohammedan world is open
to evangelization, he said.

Dr. Mott gave a most encouraging outline of conditions
in other countries from the point of view of the Christian
work. As an illustration he told of the resolve of Mr. Chang
Sing-yee, speaking in behalf of the native churdl of China,
that within five years the Christian Church of China was to

be doubled, and this in the face of the cataclysmic conditions
prevailing in China now. In India, Dr. Mott said, Christianity
is on the threshold of a most far-reaching influence.

"I have never been so impressed before by the tide of in
quiry that is sweeping over all countries," Dr. Mott said. "We
in America think there is a flood of literature abroad, but we
have nothing in comparison with other lands. Tokyo, for
example, has miles of bookshops. The press is reaching mil
lions today that never knew anything beyond the borders of
their own little communities only a few years ago. All this
means that the doors of opportunity for Christ are equally
wide open. The barriers of age-old custom and prejudice
against the foreigner are now down. Faith and expectation
on the part of the Christian Church are all that is necessary
for the evangelization of the world."

38 [470 J

A Far Flung Program

T HE following statement on the Kingdom of God Cam
paign in Japan is made by Dr. William Axling, who is

related in the closest way to the movement:
"The Kingdom of God Campaign is an intensive, extensive

evangelistic crusade. It is not, however, simply a preaching
campaign. Preaching is an outstanding part of its program,
but it is only a part. The goal of this movement is to establish
the Kingdom of God ideals and spirit and the Kingdom of
God way of life in every relationship and every sphere of the
nation's life.

"This movement has a passion and a purpose to reach the
hitherto neglected classes with the Gospel of a fuller, freer
and finer life. Seventy years have passed since Christianity
was introduced into Japan, but the 5,278,000 industrial and
factory workers, the 597,000 fishing folk, the 459,000 miners,
the 1,033,000 employees in trilnSportation service and the
1,158,000 toilers engaged in public works are still unreached
by the Christian evangel.

"This campaign also has on its heart a far-reaching unoccu
pied rural field with a total population of 30,000,000 people.
Among these farming folk are 1,500,000 tenant farmers who
are fighting a losing fight with poverty.

"Forty per cent of the smaller towns of Japan are still
unevangelized and in the 13,000 villages thert are less than
13 Christian chapels.

"The Kingdom of God Campaign yearns to push out the
frontiers of Christian evangelism and helpfulness into this
virgin rural field. .

"The task which the Campaign has undertaken is too vast
to be accomplished by the present limited number of pastors
and evangelists. A host of volunteer witnesses must be raised
up and released into the nation's whitening harvest-field. Five
thousand lay-preachers, dedicating their time and talent freely
to giving the Gospel to the communities in which they live and
the circles in which they move, are needed in order to realize
the Campaign's goal of one million Christians for Japan."

Unmasking the Wets

H IDING behind the mask of concern for the youth of our
land, the wets have played up the assertion that prohibi.

tion is responsible for the ruin of our youth through drink
until even thoughtful men and women pause sometimes to
wonder if there could be some truth in it. They should not be
so deceived. Here is what the editor of the North Carolina
Advocate says about it:

"They do not want to drink. They abjure the.saloon. That
plague spot of civilization, they say, must never return. These
modem wets, to hear their story, are troubled about the present
ruin of youth ·through drink. They are shocked on account
of the poison of boodeg liquor. They are saddened by the
defiance of law and because men flout the constitution. Their
zeal, if one could believe them, is for sobriety, law observance,
happy homes and national righteou~ness. Just get rid of the
Volstead Act and the Eighteenth Amendment, and this nation
will become the paradise of God.
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THY WILL BE DONE
and I:Iid m 'Three Measures of Meal 'Till It Was All Leavened"

!'

"The American people know better than this. These mod.
ern wets know better than this. They want liquor back. They
want a better brand than bootleg liquor, but they want liquor.
Their zeal is not for righteousness and sobriety but it is for
liquor to drink. But it does annoy the man who says that
it does not prohibit while at that very moment it is cutting
off his supply,"

Pentecost in Mexico

D R. S. G. INMAN, Secretaty of the Committee on Co.oper.
ation in Latin America, writing on July 8th from Mexico

.City, sends an encouraging word in regard to Protestantism
in Mexico. He says:

"Celebration of the nineteen hundredth anniversary of Pen.
tecost has brought some splendid spiritual results to Protes.
tantism in Mexico. One cannot enter an Evangelical church,
or· attend interdenominational meetings without appreciating
this influence. All of the churches have had special retreats,
sunrise meetings and Bible studies for weeks before the Day
itself, and now, a month after this celebration, many of these
meetings are continued as revival services. Large numbers of
people have been brought into church membership, and min
isters and members themselves have often had profound
religious experiences. This is evidenced particularly in the
interdenominational affairs and relations between foreign and
national workers. Unfortunately, during the last few years
the magnificent plan of co·operation developed ten to fifteen
years ago, has been receiving some hard blows....

"During the National Convention, now in progress, fre.
quent references are made to Pentecost, and evidently it is
having a profound influence in practically every part of the
Evangelical work. It is for this reason particularly that co
operation in Mexico seems to be more hopeful than it has for
the last few years. We who are so anxious to see the co.opera
tive program progress must be very careful not to crowd the
development of this new spirit. No doubt one of the reasons
why the first plans for developing union institutions and the
exchange of territory as approved in 1914, have found opposi
tion, in certain circles all these years, is because national leaders
were not taken sufficiently into account; their counsel and
approval not adequately considered,"

What's the Noise in Rum Row?

S· OMETHING-Stanley High thinks its name is probably
Woodcock-has happened to the officers of the dry law.

"These are troublous times," he says in the Christian Herald,
"on Rum Rowand along Speakeasy Street. They are hitting
hard, fast and in the right places. The booze flow from Can.
ada has been reduced to a mere trickle. Boats inbound from
the Atlantic with liquor in their holds are running into unsus·
pected traps. Hardly a day passes that doesn't record some
considerable victory against the bootlegger population. It
begins to look as though the next few months will bring forrh
proof, incapable of refutation, that the prohibition laws can
be enforced.

"Such proof would work havoc with the well-laid plans
of the wets. The wet case is founded upon the assumption
that the law cannot be enforced. Enforce the law, and, forth.
with, the bottom drops out of the wet argument. Fearing that,
it is a major part of wet strategy to see to it that the law is
not enforced. In this the proponents of liquor are ably aided
and abetted by the wet press. Prohibition is not to have a fair
trial-not if the wets can prevent it. A fair trial might be
a successful trial.

"Thus we can count upon it that the new prohibition regime
under Major Woodcock will before long run into the mobi.
lized opposition of those who are out to restore the "regu.
lated" liquor traffic. Wet newspapers will ridicule evety move
against liquor lawlessness . . . The average citizen will be
made to feel-if his mind is weak at this point-that he has
a moral obligation to break the liquor law.

"The next month ought to see such a campaign well under
way. Major Woodcock's regime will be discredited and his
plans defeated if newspaper distortion and misrepresentation
can do the job. And they will do the job unless there is a
dry awakening. Dry approval of the new prohibition enforce
ment measures needs to be registered in Washington. Every
dry citizen has an obligation to the cause he professes to
believe in. Put down in black and white your support for
this new drive and mail it to the Department of Justice. There
are twO other obligations. The first: register; the second:
vote.

Hope for the Hopeless
A most interesting feature of the work of the American

Mission to Lepers lies in the development of modern medical
treatment which enables lepers to take their place in society
from which they were once outcasts and objects of loathing.
The Mission provides financial support for Leper Hospitals
conducted by the missionaries of the various Foreign Mission
Boards.

The hope of a cure has lured many into the open to consult
physicians, and made possible the estimate of 3,000,000 lepers
in the world today, according to the annual report for 1929
made by Dr. William Jay Shieffelin, president of the American
Mission to Lepers. The advance in diagnosis has enabled phy.
sicians to recognize many cases of leprosy which a few years
ago would have been diagnosed under a different name.

Segregation has long been recognized as the most effective
means of controlling leprosy. It was in practice during Bible
times, and the method slowly reduces the number of people
afflicted. In the Philippines a long step has been taken toward
freeing the islands of the scourge. At Molokai, Territoty of
Hawaii, there were recently 600 lepers, where ten years ago
rhere were 1,300. Europe is practically free from leprosy
because the policy of segregation was vigorously catried out
in the Middle Ages.

Thousands of former lepers are released as symptom.free
from sanitariums supported by the Mission, and may return
to their families and friends to resume their normal place in
the outside world.
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"Let Me 'Tell You A Good Story"
Mr. Fred Barnett tells the brave story of 'Tillman J\{ewton Wise,

a fourteen year old J\{orth Georgia boy
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Tillman Newton Wise, Calhoun, Georgia, and his Sun
shine Sunday School. Soon after coming into the Church,
two years ago, Tillman organized this School of under-

privileged girls and boys

DURING a recent
visit to Calhoun,
Georgia, I be.

came quite interested in
the story of a lad who
belongs to our Meth
odistchurch in thetown,
and who is seeking in
a very interesting, and I
think, helpful way to
bring the truth of the
Bible to the boys and
girls 'of his community.

Calhoun is a beauti.
ful town nesrling among
the hills of Northwest
Georgia and situated on
the main line of the
Nashville, Chattanooga
and St. Louis Railway,
eighty miles distant from Atlanta. Here at the altars of the
Methodist church less than two years ago stood young Wise,
then twelve years of age, and took the vows of church mem
bership. Since that day he has been faithful in his attendance
upon Sunday School and the regular services of the Church,
having been for a time the leader of a live Junior choir. His
mother and three brothers and two sisters are identified with
the Methodist Church of Calhoun, and his father, who is
,connected with the Revenue Department of the State of Geor
gia, is a regular.

As soon as young Wise joined the Church, he felt impressed
that some provision should be made for furnishing Church
and Sunday School privileges for the boys and girls in the
south end of the town where he resides. Quite a number of
these boys and girls were not attending any church, and some
of them stated that they did not-feel that they were able to
dress well enough to attend the regular churches of the town.

Newton Wise could not remain indifferent to this situation,
and shortly after his conversion we find him gathering a
few boys of the community into his father's barn on Sunday
afternoons and relating to them well known Bible stories. As
the interest grew, he removed his embryonic Sunday School to
the basement of his father's home, where it continues to hold
its weekly sessions.

A speaker's stand has been fitted up, benches have been
provided, and Bible pictures adorn the walls of this simple
place of worship and study. Friends of the Sunday School
in the town, and also from other towns and cities of Georgia,
contributed the funds necessary to fit up this room, and our
boy missionary invested his total savings over a period of
several months in this cause which lies so close to his heatt.
It is believed that he has invested practically every cent he has
earned during the past year in the work of his Sunday School.

. Newron Wise has named his Sunday School the "Sunshine
Sunday School," and when one looks into the bright, happy
faces of the boys and girls who assemble every Sunday after
noon for the study of the Word of God, he comes to realize

rhat the designation is
not inappropriate. The
Sunday School meets
promptly at 1: 30o'clock,
and continues in session
for just one hour.

The program of the
School includes singing,
relating of Bible stories
by the pupils, duets and
quartettes, talks and
prayers by visitors and
members of the School,
and then between twen.
ty-five and thirty min.
utes are given to the
study of the regular
Sunday School lesson
led'by the youthful sup.
e r i n ten den t of the

School. One of the boys of the School is gifted in the use of
the French harp and furnishes a lively accompaniment to the
singing.

Social occasions are provided for the members of the School
from time to time in connection with the observaJice of
Christmas, Easter and other holiday seasons. A program of
games and special entertainment features is arranged for these
special occasions, and light refreshments are' also frequently
served. Funds for meeting the expenses of these social features
are usually provided through generous gifts of our young
friend, whose home missionary program includes recreation,
as well as worship and instruction.

Efforts are made by this youthful missionary to get the boys
and girls of the community to attend the regular churches
and Sunday Schools of the town, and recently a boy was
prevailed upon one Sunday morning to attend the Calhoun
Methodist Sunday School. Since his clothes consisted of a
suit of overalls, young Wise donned a pair of clean overalls,
also, and accompanied his friend to the Methodist Sunday
School, explaining to his pastor later that his reason for wear
ing such apparel was that this boy might not be embarrassed
in the presence of the better dressed boys of the town.

Newton Wise spoke to the writer about the need of a similar
work among the children of the mill village, which is just
outside of the town of Calhoun, and has also been discussing
with his grandfather, who is past eighty years of age, the
proposition of establishing a Sunday School at a country church
a few miles distant from Calhoun.

It is to the credit of Newton Wise that he is thoroughly
teachable, and consults with his pastor and others constantly
about the best way to promote the work of the Sunshine Sun.
day School and to present the truths of God's Word to its
members. He has declared llis purpose to get a complete
education and give himself to the work of the ministry, either
at home or abroad. We believe that under wise direaion he
will become an efficient worker in the Church of Jesus Christ.
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Missionary Voice Agents

Forward to the Goal

similar persons. They need The Missionary Voice more than
any others. More prosperous persons, the board of stewards,
or your auxiliary may pay for the very poor. It would be
a fine investment.

11. Thus you will have several smaller campaigns within
the main campaign. First, the present readers. Second, the
easier prospects. Third, rhe general untouched Church memo
bership. Fourth, the officers and teachers of rhe Sunday School
and Epwonh League. Fifth, the hard prospects. Of course
there will be duplicates to strike off, and persons listed from
homes into which The Missionary Voice already goes.

12. But follow this procedure to systematize your campaign,
and to avoid overlooking anybody. Keep on thus systema.
tically until The Missionary Voice goes regularly into each
home.

13, It is not necessary that the Agent do all this work alone.
Secure aid from the pastor, your auxiliary, the missionary com.
mittee, the Sunday School, the Epworth League.

14. Send in your names on the blanks sent you for that
purpose. Write each word plainly-it is better to print the
words.

15. In the past we have sent you a receipt and copy of
names you have sent in, that you might verify the addresses,
etc. This will not be done in the future. If you will be very
careful about spelling and plain writing it will not be neces·
sary.
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The above are suggestions only. Our intelligent agents will
vary from them as the local situation makes necessary. The
important thing is to see that The Missionary Voice goes
into eve'ry home. There are nearly 200,000 missionary society
membets alone who do not receive the magazine. There are
at least that many other Methodist homes unreached. Out
of this great multitude of prospects surely we can secure the
increase we must have.

It will not be easy. You will hear more excuses than ever
this fall and winter. Let us not be discouraged or deterred.
Let us push forward enthusiastically to the goal of 100,000
subscribers-and the making of the finest possible missionary
magazine.

AND NOW/-this paragraph comes in at the last minute.
The Committee decided it after all the above was written.
The Voice Committee is offering two prizes-oh, two or three
hundred prizes, but we mean two kinds of prizes.

The first of these prizes goes to the agent that makes his or
her quota of increase. The second kind of prize goes to the
publicity agent whose Conference makes the largest increase.
The Conferences will be divided into classes and the prizes
given 'for the best in each class.

The quota prize is a beautiful-but we must wait for the
Committee to make its own announcement. How we wish we
might!

Watch for the big broadside in the next Voice, telling how
every agent may win in the quota prizes, and how only three
may win in the Conference prizes, but how both prizes will
be worth winning.

On page 3 you will find an announcement of the new Mis.
sionary Voice. It will appear next month.

To continue such a publication we will need your help as
never before. The Missionary Voice must have a circulation
of 100,000 at .$1.00 per year. Our agents can make this
possible.

The 1930 Campaign
We are now launching our annual fall and winter sub.

scriprion campaign. No rebates or discounts can now be
offered. The only inducement is The Missionary Voice itself
worth thtee times rhe price.

The intensive campaign will be during the months of De.
cember, January, and February. But agents are not limited to
those months. In the future we must push The Missionary
Voice the whole year through.

Campaign Suggestions

1 Each agent has a quota of subsctibers. You 'Should secure
at least 2070 more rhan you sent in last year. This is your
fair share of the increase we are striving to secure.

2. Each agent will receive a list of the subscribers sent in
last year with the quota for the present campaign. If you do
not receive this quota you may figure it out for yourself
20% increase.

3. Each agent will receive a "dummy" or copy of the cover
of the first issue of the new Missionary Voice. Use it in your
campaign. A glimpse at this cover will convince your "pros.
pects."

4. ,Have your pastor exhibit this new cover from the pulpit
and urge all members to become subscribers.

5. First canvass the old subscribers. If any subscription has
not quite expired it will be extended one year from the date
of expiration.

6. After the old subscribers have all renewed, select enough
other prospects to reach your quota. These should be your
"easiest" prospects. Interview them at once and fill your quota
as soon as you can.

7. But do nor srop. Then secure from the pastor a list of
the membership of your Church. Mark off from rhar roll all
homes already represenred on your subscription lisr. Draw
up a lisr of all homes into which The Missionary Voice does
not go.

8. Begin an active campaign on that list. Get help from
the pastor, from special friends of your prospects, from the
Missionary Committee, from any person who may induce the
individuals on your list to invest a dollar in The Missionary
Voice. See that all get a chance to subscribe.

, 9. Make out a list of all officers and teachers in the Sunday
School and officers of the Epworth League. These are engaged
in missionary education and need The' Missionary Voice to
secure material for their programs. Consult the pastor, super.
intendent, Sunday School council, teachers' meeting, and
others; secure aid in soliciting your list.

10. Concentrate especially on the very poor members, the
lukewarm and indifferent, those opposed to missions, and
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For the Devotional
Living the Approved Life Here and Now

By ALBERT E. BARNETT
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THE MISSIONARY VOICE

Looking at Ourselves
The twelfth. principle for which the Southern Methodist

Church says it stands in the Social Creed of the Federal Coun
cil of the Churches of Christ in America (see paragraph 513
in the 1926 Discipline) is "the right of employees and em
ployers alike to organize." The writer of this article subscribes
to all of the general publications of our Church and reads
them. He uses our Sunday school literature in the leadership
of a class of laboring men every Sunday. He cannot but feel
somewhat pained that not a single one of these publications.
carries the "union label" on its title page. That may be one
explanation of the growing aloofness of organized labor in
the South toward the Church.

On August 7th a great political campaign came to an end
in the state of Tennessee. The writer of this article examined
hundreds of pieces of campaign literature, posters, professional
cards, letter heads, et cetera. On not a single one of them
did the "union label" fail [Q appear!

Will it always be true that "the children of this world are
in their generation wiser than the children of light?" Let
advocates of the social gospel remflmber that evangelization
is by incarnation!

to say about religious leaders. In Matthew 7: 15-20 he assetts
that the tests of fitness for one who would guide others toward
rhe Kingdom are character and service. Trustworthy teachers
of righteousness must themselves possess the "fruits of the
Spirit" (Gal. 5:22-26).

It goes· without saying, [Q be sure, that a teacher of false
doctrines is not desirable; bur it is not a man's ideas that
matter so much as it is what those ideas make a man do, be
they what they may. This, at least, was not far from the
view of John Wesley as expressed in his memorable sermon
on The Way to the Kingdom: "Neither does religion consist
in orthodoxy, or right opinions; which, although they are not
properly outward things, are not of the heart but of the under_
standing. A man may be otthodox in every point; he may
nOt only espouse right opiniol)s, bur zealously defend them
against all opposers; he may think justly concerning the incar
nation of our Lord, concerning the ever blessed Trinity, and
every other doctrine containe,d in the oracles of God; he may
assent [Q all the three Creeds-that called the Apostles', the
Nicene, and the Athanasian; and yet it is possible he may
'have no religion at all.... He may be almost as orthodox as
the devil, (though not altogether indeed; for every man errs
in something; whereas we cannot well conceive the devil to
hold. any erroneous opinion), and may, all the while be as
great a stranger as he to the religion of the heart,'~

But Jesus' concern here is with character rather than with
doctrine. Only those who are genuinely Christian can hope
to Christianize others. Evangelization is by incarnation.
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Evangelization by Incarnation
In connection with his insistence on actually living the

Kingdom life here and now, Jesus has some pointed things

Lip Service Is No Substitute For Obedience

In the Sermon on the Mount certain principles of character
and conduct have been set forth. In the closing paragraphs
which form the basis for the present study men are called on
to let these principles control their lives, even as they con
trolled the life of Him who enunciated them. Condemnation
falls heavily on those who know but fail to do. Words that·
fall from the lips are meaningless unless they faithfully de
scribe deeds done by the hands! "Lord, Lord," is as unavail
ing as "circumcision," and Paul has assured us for all time
that "neither circumcision nor the want of it counts for any
thing, but only faith acting through love. "Faith acting
through love"-that is Christianity!

In such passages as those under consideration in this study,
Jesus draws a distinction not between religious and irreligious
people, but between the nominally and the vitally religious.

T HERE are those today who maintain that the supreme
achievement of modern Biblical study is the discovery
of Jesus as a teacher. There is a measure of truth in this

position, but there is also an equal measure of error. Jesus
taught, but as a means of achieving practical ends. His pri
mary aim was action rather than instruction. According [Q

Acts 1: 1, the gospels tell what Jesus began "both to do and
to teach," The doing was the s@urce from which the teaching
proceeded and the teaching was in reality a mode of action.

In John 6: 15 there is an interesting reminiscence of the
effort of the multitudes to make Jesus their king, and through
out the New Testament the most appropriate title applied to
Jesus is "Lord." The clear implication of this is that Jesus
originally impressed men as a superb Leader rather than as
a great Rabbi. He is to be classified historically with those

. who initia'ted great movements rather than with those who
have grappled 'with the problems of the mind. His endow
ment was primarily that of a man of action. He differed
from other men of action, men who proposed to found king
doms, in that he saw that nothing could be ultimately achieved
eXCept through spiritual forces-but he was none the less a
man of action!

It is newness of power rathet- than newness of idea that
makes Jesus' message distinctive. He vitalized truths already
known. He made spiritual things real by incarnating them
and inducing men to incarnate them in character and ·conduct.
Jesus transformed platitudes into burning conviction by actu
ally acting them out. It was one thing to prate of brotherhood,
but quite another to sit by Jacob's well with a Samaritan
woman or to go home to dinner with Zacchaeus!



The Missionary Society
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Adult Program...Novembel·
For full program see 1930 Yearbook.
DEVOTIONAL TOPIC: "Living the Approved Life Here and

Now." Matthew 7:13-27; 12:33-35; Luke 6:43·49; 11:27;
13:23·27.

MISSIONARY TOPIC: "Helping to Supply Mexico's Educa.
tional Need." (Leafler)

NOTE: On account of featuring the Week of Prayer, extra
material on the program has been omitted.

no attics packed with ancestral relics. Why, our attic is the
anchorage of our hearts; it alone would hold us securely to

family ideals and standards!

"One rubber plant can never make a home,
Not even when combined with btush and comb,

And spoon, and fork, and ko.ife,
And graphophone, and wife.

No! Something more is needed for a home.

: I.

i !.

Can You Answer?

"One rubber plant can never make a home;
One day did not suffice for building Rome.

One gas.log and a cat
Can't civilize a Bat.

No! Something more is needed for a home,"

1. In what manner is the United
States dominating Cuba? See article
pages 14 and 15.

2. What number of people are counted
among the unemployed in the
United States? See article pages 18
and 19.
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The Song that Led
to Success

(Continued from page 33)

given the school upon its incorpo
ration with the Institute.

This year Senorita Gudalia has
carried six subjects creditably be
sides working in the dormitory to

meet part of her expenses. On
February 7 she became a member
of the Methodist Church. Leaving
school after her receipt of the
BachiIler degree, she has gone to
live with her mother in Constan.
cia; and although her plans for
the future are indefinite at pres.
ent, she wishes at some time to go

'to America which, through its
missionaries, has given her the
inspiration of her life.

Yea, there must be something more than mere things to
make a home and conduct a family. There must be new ideals.
Women need to acquire a moral sanity and mental poise that
will enable them to adjust themselves to the rapid changes in
their relatio~ship to society. It is for them particularly to
preserve all the good the past hath lent and standardize the
family as the finest institution of civilization. Women should
now be c1earsighted enough to see that the world needs from
them not the same but different contribJ.ltions to the upreach
and onward march of the race. These ideals must be woven
into the fabric of domestic life: the ideal of equal rights for
men and women; the ideal of two heads in council beside the
hearth; the ideal of rightful evaluation of women and minor
children; the jdeal of women as entitled to self-ownership and
self.control; the ideal of home as ministering to the highest
needs of childhood; the ideal of a new comradeship of man
and wife on the new basis gf reverence of each personality;
the ideal of fatherhood so noble and tender that it easily
becomes the central thought in a great spiritual democracy.

3. What arc the ideals which should
dominate a successful home? See
p~ges 32 and 43.

4. For what was the 1927 Week of
Prayer special used? See' page 34.

5. Who is the fomler Colegio Eliza
Bowman pupil who married a Rus·
sian of noble rank? See page 33.

6. When and where did children hold
prayer meetings asking for the Week
of 'Prayer Special? See page 35.

Senior YOlmg People's Program·.·November
TOPIC: "Needs in Japan and Africa."
FOR DISCUSSION: Are Missionaries More Needed in Japan

or Africa?
REFERENCES:
The Missionary Voice, August, 1929, "The Review of the

Leopoldville Conference"; August, 1930, "Kagawa, Friend of
the Poor,"

The Missionary Review of the JIVorid, January and March,
1929, pages 25·30,

The New Africa, Missionary Education Movement. By
Donald Fraser. Price, sixry cents.

Japan Speaks for Herself, Missionary Education Movement,
150 Fifth Avenue, New York Ciry. Paper edition, sixty cents.

The Family as a School of Christian Ideals
(Continued from page 32)

fireside and makes'the daughter stranger to her mother's ideals.
Young women are more and more enjoying the thrill of the
pay envelope and freedom from the erstwhile dtudgery of
disorganized family life. Fourth, the decay of family religion
and lack of respect for group standards and traditions. Fifth,
the loss of the fine old feeling of family uniry and solidarity.
A quotation from Marcus Aurelius best explains this point:
"From my grandfather I learned
good morals and the govern.
ment of temper. From my great
grandfather to know that on edu
cation one should spend liberally.
From the reputation and remem·
brance of my father self.control
and a man1y character. From my
mother piery and beneficence, and
abstinence from evil deeds and
thoughts and simplicity in way of
living. To the gods I am indebted
for a good family,"

Imagine, if you can, the poverty
of soul of people whom the gods
have not favored with the bless
ings of family ties and influences.
In my own limited acquaintance
there are a number of families
where the children (or child, more
often) have never known grand.
parents nor uncles and aunts. In
these apartment homes there are

i
i i
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Personals
M ISS RUTH DEWEY ANDERSON,

June graduate of Scarritt College, sailed
for Brazil on the Southern Cross, July 25, for
work under the Woman's Department of
the Board. Miss Anderson was one of
twelve missionaries consecrated at the last
meeting of the Woman's Council.

-!:::.-

D R. LUIS ALONSO, editor of the Eva1/
gelis/a ClIba1/o, and one of our leading

Cuban preachers, recently made a great im
pression on the evangelical forces of San
Antonio. He is helping the various areas to

make plans for the national federations of
evangelical churches (Spanish), .all to be
affiliated with the Federation of Spanish and
Portuguese Churches of Europe and the
Western Hemispheres. Intense interest has
been awakened in this organization. The
whole initiative has come from the Spanish
speaking leaders. Men like Dr. Alonso, Dr.
Vincente Mendoza of Mexico and Dr. Ar
chilla Cabrera of Porto Rico have taken the
leadership of the enterprise, and their lead
ership signifies definite success for the un
dertaking.

-!:::.-

R EV. AND MRS. GAITHER P. WAR
FIELD, at home on furlough from their

work in Poland, were among those present
at the Baltimore Conference Epworth League
Assembly, held early in July. As our readers
may remember, Mrs. Warfield is the daughter
of Director Dropiowski of our Klarysew Or
phanage and School, of which Mr. Warfield
is the Business Manager and Bible School
Director. Mr. and Mrs. Warfield made a
large contribution to the Conference, Mr.
Warfield speaking on several occasions, and
he and Mrs. Warfield delighting the As
sembly with their songs.

-!:::.-

O N AUGUST 15 Miss Theodora Parker
and Mr. Harold Edwin Sorg were mar

ried at Epworth University Church, Berkeley,
California. Mrs. Sorg is the daughter of the
late Dr. A. P. Parker, pioneer missionary,
who gave years of outstanding service to
China, and Mrs. Parker, now residing at
2521 Channing Road, Berkeley.

-!:::.-

D R. J. C. HAWK sailed from Vancouver
on the Empress of Asia, July 24, for

China, where he will resume his work in
Shanghai. While in this country Dr. Hawk
spoke in nine different states and seven Con
ferences, speaking thirty-four times in all.
Some of his best work, he thinks, was done
before Rotary and other Men's Clubs, and
he makes the suggestion that these organiza
tions be given the opportunity to hear more
of our missionaries.

-!:::.-

O N JUNE 3 Asbury College, Wilmore,
Ky., conferred the honorary degree of

doctor of laws upon two of our bishops,
Bishop U. V. W. Darlington and Bishop
Arthur J. Moore.

D R. PAUL N. GARBER, regiStrar of the
Scho·ol of Religion, Duke University,

is collecting material for a history of Meth
odism since the Civil War,

-!:::.-

T HE PRESENT ADDRESS of Bishop
Arthur J. Moore is 306 Pacific Building,

San Francisco, Calif. His residence will be
in Berkeley until November, when the
family will move into an apartment in the
new Glide Memorial Church, which will be
their permanent home in San Francisco.
Bishop Moore and his family left Birmingham
July 22 for a motor trip to California by
way of Yellowstone Park.

-!:::.-

M ISS ALTHEA CRONK sailed from Van
couver August 21 for Hiroshima,

Japan, where she will serve for the next five
years as a missionary teacher and head of the
home economics department in one of the
Schools under the Wom~n's Council.

-!:::.-

D R: ROBERT EUGENE GOODRICH
has been appointed pastor of First

Methodist Church of Birmingham to succeed
Bishop Arthur J. Moore. Dr. Goodrich has
been pastor of First Church, Shreveport, La.
for seven years. Among otner important
churches he has served are Austin Avenue,
Waco, Texas; Frances Street, St. Joseph, Mo.;
St. Luke's, Oklahoma City, Okla. He was a
delegate to the Ecumenical Conference of
Methodism which met in London in 1921.

-t:::..-

M RS. ETHEl: SHULER SMITH sailed
for Africa August 9 on the S. S. Lap

land.
-!:::.-

M ARGARET AND HOUSTON WAS
SON, children of Dr. and Mrs. A. W.

Wasson of Southern Methodist University,
were among the 27 students of the 2,000 in
the University to make an A average last
semester. Margaret graduated in June with
honors, receiving the B. A. degree. Houston
has been selected for 1930-31 as Chairman of
the Earl Moreland Campaign, annual mis
sionary enterprise at S. M. U. Both were
born in Korea, where their parents were
Methodist missionaries. Dr. Wasson is now
Professor of Missions at Southern Methodist,
while Mrs. Wasson is in charge of the S. M.
U. Correspondence School of Preachers'
Courses of Study.

-!:::.-

R EV. AND MRS. FOYE G. GIBSON
and two children sailed from Montreal

on the S. S. Minnedosa on September 12 for
Poland, where Mr. Gibson is to work under
our Board. Their address will be as follows:
Mokotowska 12, Warsaw, Poland.

-!:::.-

OUR DEAR FRIEND, Dr. R. H. Ben
nett, author, churchman and college

.president, is at it again-always doing some
thing useful, and doing it with a flash far
out of the ordinary. This time it is "Twit-

terings of Timothy Twig," a series of col
umnist discussions carried by papers in South
Carolina, North Carolina and Virginia, In
his new role, Dr. Bennett as Timothy Twig
views the world in a semi-serious vein and
his spicy "twitterings" are edged with a del
icate sarcasm, a quizzical humor, and a quaint
philosophy that prove tremendously inter
esting and easy to read. Think of Dr. Ben
nett's pen twirling at its keen tip such twit
terings as "How to Get the Devil out of
Your System," or "Handing Jolts to the
Bishops,"

While Dr. Bennett, as itinerant Methodist
preacher, knows no geographical limits, his
citizenship is claimed by Virginia, of which
state he is a native, and where as a member
of the Virginia Conference he- has filled im
portant pastorates; by Georgia, where for
several years he was on the staff of Emory
University; by Tennessee, where for ten
years he was one of the secretaries of the
Methodist Board of Education at Nashville;
by South Carolina, where he is the success-

. ful president of Lander College; and by
North Carolina, where he maintains a sum
mer home at Lake Junaluska.

This is hoping that some of our dear
Timothy's "twitterings" will find its way
into the VOICE.

~!:::.-

R EV. AND MRS. W. J. CALLAHAN,
at home on furlough from their work

in Matsuyama, Japan, spent· the summer in
Battle Creek Sanitarium, "making a real busi
ness of getting strong and well," so as to
be fit for the work they love. The Callahans
went out in 1891, so that next year will mark
the fortieth anniversary of their missionary
service. The following, quoted from a letter
from Mrs. Callahan to the Voice, will give
an idea of what our friends have been doing:
"I think I can truly say these last seven years
have been the busiest and perhaps the most
worth while of any years we have spent in
Japan. During the last year my husband per
sonally baptized over seventy persons-more
than in any previous year. Many of these
were brought in through our tent evangelistic
meetings, which we have been able to carry
on during this lasr term on the field. For
reaching the country people, there is no bet
ter method yet discovered, and we rejoice that
we hope to have one more term, spending
as much time as possible in· this thrilling
,,'ork."

-!:::.-

REV. AND :MRS. c. N. WEEMS, and
little daughter, Nancy Townsend, sailed

from Seattle on June 28th for the Orient.
Mr. Weems is the son of Rev. C. N. Weems,
Presiding Elder of the Songdo DiStrict,
Korea.

-!:::.-

ON JUNE 6th Rev. and Mrs. William
De Ruiter and son started on their way

back to the Congo Mission. They were ac
companied by Rev. and Mrs. Eugene Lovell,
new missionaries to the Congo.
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Tennessee

At Your
.Bookseller, or

send fOT /Tee illus
tTawl booklet.

G. " C. MERRIAM
COMPANY

Sprlllifleld,Mass.

Equivalent
in type matter
to a 15 -volume
encyclopedia,
2,700 pages;

452,OOOentri""
including

thoUBand. of
NEWWORDS;
12,000 hiograph.

ical entri""
32,000 geograph

ic subjects;
over 6.000

illustrations.
America's Great

Qu"'t1ono
Answerer.

Here's
the

EVIDENCE
Hundreds of Supreme

Court Judges concur in
highest praise of the work
a. their authority.

The Presidents and De-

r.artment Heads of all
eading Universities and

College. give their in·
dOr.lement.

The Government Print.
ing Office at Wa.hiDglon
uses the New Interna
tional as the standard au
thority. High Officiala in
.11 hranches of the Gov.
ernment indorse it.

The Colleges voted
overwhelmingly in favor
of WehBler as standard of
Dfonundatlon iii answer
to qu",tions submitted by
the Chicago Woman's
Club.

Nashville

FOR FURTHER PAP.TICULAllS, WlUTE

J. F. RAWLS, Treasurer
General Work, Board of MiS3ionl

M. B. Church, South
Box S10

"rhe Su,reme AUfhorifs"

WEBSTER'S NEW
INTERNATIONAL

DICTIONARY

Annuity
-~Bonds~~

(I When writing for information please
give your age. This is IMPORTANTI

Your gift in the form of an
annuity will purchase an income
that will not shrink.

Annuity bonds of the Board of
Missions represent an investment
of the highest type-the work of
the Kingdom.

Tlie annuity bonds of the Board
of Missions will be issued in ex'
change for cash, bonds, stocks,
and partial cash payments.

PROTECTION
AGAINST OLD AGE

cultured, JUSt as modern' and just as devout
as we meet in the homeland.

In Canton we visited "The City of the
Dead," and also the monum'ent (erected by
contributions from Chinese in all countries)
to the heroes who lost their lives when the
Republic was proclaimed, heroes who
dreamed of making a happy and united coun
try under the guidance of the great Sun Yat
Sen who gave forty years of his life to that
ideal.

there comes from the ministry and laity alike
the conviction that a conscious experience of
the indwelling of the Holy Spirit is our great
est need. It is the belief of this .humble per
son that without Him we are doomed. \'V'e
can continue to build expensive structures,
educate to the nth power, receive our sump
tuOUS salaries and carry on our performances,
but if there is not the touch of God on our
souls, the whole thing wiII be "as a sound
ing brass or a clanging cymbal:' Are these
words of censure? Never! They are the cry
of a soul looking for a way out.

if not inevitable conclusion is that God is
both immanent and transcendent in this en
ergy. "God becomes a matter of human ex
perience which includes both contact with
the physical world of sense-perception in
which He is the motive power, and also
direct, though mysterious, contact with Him,
when spirit meets with Spirit . . . In a
scientific age, the search for God bids fair
to give mankind the wisdom which is more
than knowledge.

Concerning Miracles and Prayer, the author
says that there are transcendental laws that
can neither be described nor adequately ex
plained; but these transcendental laws are
the laws which really govern the universe.
It is in these laws that Spirit may meet, and
there is a latitude, a margin, in which man
is free to make up his own mind. "May it
not be that prayer is one of the e~tablished

laws of the universe, and as such has its
appropriate position among the trans
cendental laws? . . . It is my personal be
lief that prayer not only reacts psychologically
to benefit the one who prays; it also putS at
the disposal of the Transcendental Spirit a
tool which, however weak or tiny it may be,
is nevertheless indispensable in the project
of creating a world which will be an adequate
expression of the nature of God:'

As to the present trend of science and re
ligion, the author is altogether optimistic.
"There is fundamentally no possibility of
ever discovering that as science increases, re
ligion must decrease:' We must not expect
yet to find perfect harmony between science
and religion. Before that can occur much

Even a short contact of a few weeks wiII
reveal the excellent qualities in the Chinese
character-Courage, optimism and stoical per
sistence. And afeer thinking with their
thinkers, we could only regret that a certain
good man had coined the phrase, "the
JJea[hen Chinee:' "Ah, none were good (not
e\"t~n Americ,ms) until they had understood
God's love for them, and had felt the power
that could make all of life anew:' We met
Chrislians in China jusl as sensible, JUSt as

prior to that upper room experience. Out
of it came a closer understanding between the
representatives of the several denominations.
It made its contribution to the later redis
tribution of territory by which overlapping
was largely eliminated. And who can doubt
that it was laying, in part, at least, the foun
dation for the newly organized Methodist
Church of Mexico.

\'V'hile one revels in the memory of that
experience, re-enforced ever a,nd anon with
the breath of God, one yearns and prays to
see it again in our day. From over the Church

All the Way Around the W orId
with a Floating College

(Continued from page 11)

~

A Pentecost in Mexico

Among the New Books
VISION AND AUTHORITY. By John

Oman. Harper and Brothers. Price $3.00.
For a discussion of this book see editorial,
page 3, September number.

SCIENCE IN SEARCH OF GOD, by
• Kirtley F. Mather, Ph. D., Professor of Geol

ogy in Harvard University. Henry Holt &

Company. Price $2.00
The author is perhaps known best as ex

pert at the Scopes Trial at Dayton, Tennessee,
and as a scientist who gives himself freely
to the "conscious humanizing of knowledge:'
To seek in facls and experiences the real
basis for religious faith was a lesson his
mother t411ght him as 4 boy. The quest has
gone on through the years. He has come to
happy terms with the administration of the
universe; and does not have to keep his re
ligion and his science in separate compart
ments, he says. In 1924 the author, while
a teacher in Denison University, was re
quested by a group of students to lead a
series of discussions on science and religion.
Other groups of students at other colleges
had similar conferences, and elsewhere he
has similarly served, and found that the at
mosphere at such students' gatherings was
"quite in contrast to that which I found at
Dayton, Tennessee in the summer of 1925:'
These trains of thought were gathered up
and embodied in a series of six lectures on
Science and Religion delivered at the In
stitute of World Unity at Green Acre, Maine,
in 1927.

Any analysis of the physical world runs
inevitably into the atom, the proton and elec
tron, behind which is energy. The natural,

j.
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FOR YOUR NEXT COMMUNION

PRESIDENT
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OAIEMT
~ISSIOMS

DOLLAR
STEAMSHIP LINES

AND

A.MERICA.N
MAIL LINE

32&25 Broadway 1I0S.DeorbornSt:.

NEW YORK CHICAGO

WANTED TO BUY
Hundreds have sem us discarded jewelry, old

gold, false teeth, bridges, crowns, silver, platinum,
diamonds, antiques. Mail yaurs today. Money
mailed prompdy. Goods returned if offer refused.
Uhler, Sta. B. Brooklyn, N. Y.

EVERYCHURCH should use.
Cataloa Free. LOW PRICES.
Collecllon and Bread Platea.
Tr.y and 36 Cups. $11.50 up.
ThomasCommualoD ServloeCo. Box 41 o,L1ma.O.

Methodist Benevolent
Association

If full information is desired, write today to

J. H. Shumaker, General Secretary
808 Broadway, Nashville. TeTlD.....

Of vital inter..t to all Southern Methodists
Insurance as good a•. the best for all

from ages 1 to 60 including whole fami·
lIel - parents and children. Inmranee
whieh provides home., eomforte. and up'
port for widows, orphans, licl:. and IKed.

Rates are adequate and useto over
100% of legal reserve required.

Local medical examination not requlred,
but Questionnaire used inotead.

Under 223 headings and sub-headings and
6 main divisions, over 5,000 Bible verses are
classified according to teaching or import for
quick and easy reference. The main divisions
under which the Scripture is arranged in this
book are: Individual Life, Home Life, Busi
ness Life, Religious Life, Social Life, Citizen.
ship. The nature of the headings and sub
headings may be indicated by the following
selections: Love, :Marriage, Bereavement,
Purity, Hatred, Pride, Obedience, Humilitr,
Atheism, etc.

Being entirely in words of Scripture, ar
ranged .under a practical plan that makes
Bible teaching instantly available in the emer
gency of any stress or under the ordinary
strain of everyday life, it is not too much to

. say that this book possesses the power of
God's guidance and grace able to. set ,be
wildered souls securely on the firm ground
of unshakable Bible truth and teaching.

A GLIMPSE AT MEXICO. The author,
Dr. F. S. Onderdonk, is admirably qualified
to write On Mexico. For a third of a cen
tury he has been a missionaty among the
Mexican people, first in Mexico and later
among the immigrants north of the boundary.
He understands and loves these people as
few do, and has earned their full confidence.
The book gives the story of the Mexican
people and of the development of our work
among them. The chapter on "Our 'Present
Status" is a complete resume of our activities
in Mexico to the moment. A new sympathy
for and appreciation of the Mexican will be
gained by a study of this little book.

BROTHERS ALL. Mrs. J. W. Downs,
who as the Home Secretary of the Woman's
Department of the Board, needs no intro
duction to our readers, tells of our work
among the immigrants--Italians, Mexicans,
Cubans, Orientals and others. From long and
intimate contact with these immigrants, Mrs.
Downs speaks with an authority that only
such contact can give of the contribution they
make to our country, their difficulties and
their needs. She opens our eyes to condi
tions of which most of us have never
dreamed, bringing to us a fresh realization
that "the field is ripe unto harvest" right
here at home. All of this work presents a defi
nite challenge to the Church, and the way
she responds will make all the difference.

EVANGELISM IN KOREA. Miss Cooper
has been a missionary in Korea since 1908
and a part of that movement of which she
writes. Beginning with a btief history of the
Korean people, Miss Cooper goes on to de
scribe the development of evangelism among
them, and tells it in a way that makes highly
interesting reading. Concluding, she points
out the pressing needs of the country, and
appeals to the Church to rally to its support.

TRAINING FOR WORLD FRIEND
SHIP. By Ina C. Brown. Cokesbury Press.
Price $1.00.

Miss Brown's book is for religious edu
cators, leaders of missionary societies, and
missionary committees who wish helpful ma
terial, splendid projects in world peace, in
ternational understanding and other service
activities-all designed to bring about a new
era in activities in the interest of missions.

Don't read this book unless you want to
be shaken out of a smug satisfaction with
America, whose treatment of other countries
leads Miss Brown to ask: "Is America a
Christian nation?" and "Why do many na
tions distrust our nation's motives?"; or sat
isfaction with your own efforts in behalf of
missions.

Do read it if you want your vision broad
ened, your conscience awakened and a new
determination aroused that you, for one, are
going to go about this missionary business in
a way that counts.

THE BIBLE IN MY EVERYDAY LIFE.
By Eugene Franklin Reese. System Bible
Company. Chicago. Price $2.85.

So new, original and practical a presenta
tion of Bible material as embodied in this
book is remarkable from any viewpoint, but
especially so because of the many recent
literary efforts to bring the common man
in touch with the wealth of Scripture.DR, C. C. JARRELL.

more must be learned about every field. And
his conclusion is thar "in spite of the su
perior adaptability of man, it is nevertheless
certain that there are physical limits beyond
which he cannot go . • • As a physical
reality in the world of sense perceptions
man's days are numbered," It may be a mil
lion years after, but the end is the same.
"If there are eternal values in the universe,
they must be such as to be independent of
the earth with its limitations of time and
space . . . If man achieves immortality, it
will be because he • . . has becollle aware
of the spiritual values in existence," and has
learned to incorporate these values--eternal
life-in his very being. "Toward this goal,
science and religion are advancing hand in
hand,"

WORLD PARISH SERIES: In the Land
of New Acadie, R. H. Harper; A Glit~pse ~t

Mexico, F. S. Onderdonk; Evangelrsm 111

Korea, S. Kate Cooper; Brothers All, Mrs.
]. W. Downs. Board of Missions. Price,
each 35c.

This series, edited by Dr. Elmer T. Clark,
is issued for popular use in our churches.
Dr. E. H. Rawlings and Mrs. B. W. Lips
comb who have written the introductions,
parti~ularly recommend the series for use in
the Department of Missionary Education
and Promotion..

IN THE LAND OF NEW ACADIE.
This book of sixty-three pages is from the
versatile pen of Dr. R. H. Harper, editor of
the New Orleans Christian Advocate. Dr.
Harper knows his Louisiana as he knows his
native language, and loves his state with the
ardor of romance. In this modest book his
to~icai knowledge, local familiarity, literary
description, human appreciation and mission
ary zeal combine to make the volume a
valuable home missionary contribution.
Lovers of Longfellow's Evangeline will be
pleased with the pictures of the labyrinthine
lands through which flow the languorous
waters of the Bayou Teche. Lovers of his
tory will recall the six flags that have waved
over this historic country. Lovers of human
ity will be moved by his eloquent plea in be
half of these people whose highways were
bayous for one hundred and fifty years.
Lovers of missions will kindle over his ac
counts of preaching the gospel by boat.
Lovers of Methodist history will be thrilled
by the story of the pioneers who planted our
first Churches among these descendants of the
ill-fated Acadians who fled from th~ storms
of war to these remote regions of French life
and culture. Elisha W. Bowman, B. M.
Drake, Marinie Prince, W. J. Picot, Martin
Hebert, Robert E. Martin and other names
still living are lovingly mentioned in this
brief sketch. The MacDonnell School at
Houma is highly appraised, and the need for
better church buildings and better paid work
ers is clearly shown. Fortunately for me,
this volume came into my hand as I was
boarding the famous "Sunset Limited" of the
Southern Pacific. As I sped through the
Evangeline country, I sauntered through this
delightful book, and thus the train and the
land and the book combined to make a mem
orable trip for me. Dr. Harper is to be con
gratulated on this contribution to the litera
ture of the land he loves and of the Church
he serves.
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Order Now!

all in colors with fancy tissue-lined en
velopes to match. Absolutely new in de
sign and sentiment.

A Better Value Than Ever

21 Beautifully Engraved
Cards

is offered this year. An attractive box
containing

Every year more and more people
send Christmas cards to their friends
and relatives. Get an early start and
canvass your community NOW. You
will be surprised at the number of
boxes you can sell with very little
effort.

Sell Christmas
Cards

For Church, Sunday School Bible

Class, Epworth League, or Mission

ary Society Activities

Fine Opportunity
Raise Money

A

them for $1.00 per box, making a profit of 40c
YOU SELL each. This is a most dignified manner in which
to make money for your Church organization.

YOU BUY
them from us at 60c per box in quantities of 10
boxes or more. No order accepted for less than

10 boxes and positively no returns accepted at this low price.

1,
I

I

It will be necessary when placing orders to

Important! give us t?e ~ame of an ?fficer of your or·
_~~__. __ gamzatton for credit references. '

You can make greater sales with very little
effort if you start early before others have
covered the field. Ask for Christmas Card
Box No. lOOO-A.

METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
(COKESDUt\.Y PRr:.3S)

LAMAR ~WHITMORE,AGENTS
NASHVILLE .. TENN. :JAN FRANCISCO,CALIF.
DALLAS" Tr:.X... ~ .' RICHMOND, VA.

The .sO"t~5 Lal~C.t Book.to'e
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The eek
Prayer

for

The Women's Missionary· Society
NOVEMBER 9 .. 15

1930

Your Self Denial Offering will help build a School and a
Settlement for Cuban Children

Colegio Eliza Bowman and Wolf Settlement
Cienfuegos, Cuba Tampa, Florida

Begin Now
To deny yourself something that these two urgent needs

may be supplied. Special Week of Prayer envelopes may
be secured at Literature Headquarters, Doctors' Building,
Nashville, Tennessee.

I,
"
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